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1860-
"Abraham Lincoln, the nominee of the
Black Republicans! a cross be-
tween the nutmeg-dealer, the horse-
swapper, and the nightman.”
"Old Abe, the Union and the Right!"
1861-
"After all, a President can't do much."
"The weakness and panic of the admin-
istration and the painful imbecil-
ity of Lincoln has brought... a na-
tional disgrace."
1863-
"One of that very ordinary class of
mortals for whose opinion we should
feel very little curiosity if he
stood on a plain ground with other
men."
"A more unlimited despot is not
known this side of China."
1864-
"Chase, i'remont, Butler or Grant
would make as good a President."
1865-
"Yet also nigh to heaven and loved
of loftiest stars."
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PREFACE
This thesis lays no claim to being
a comprehensive study of the currents of thought
surrounding the President of the Civil War period*
That task still remains unfinished, worthy of far
deeper research than is presupposed for the writ-
ing of the so-called "Master 1 s Thesis.” It is
intended, however, that this work will supply,
within reasonable compass, an estimate of Lincoln
as his contemporaries saw him* It is not within
its sphere to "add or detract" from the glory that
is his* Rather, an attempt has been made to
write an objective description of what is believed
of the people.
to have been the' attitudes/ In this respect the
writer has one thing in common with Mr. Beveridge:
we have both failed in our effort to achieve real
objectivity in our historical writing. Mr. Bever-
idge should be defended upon the ground that he is
not only an historian, but also a man. "When you
say arrangement," says Mr. Charles Beard, "you say
interpretation.
"
The newspapers and to a slight-
ly less extent, the magazines, of the time are re-
garded as the best index of public opinion, and
\
have been used extensively, partly because of their
availability, but particularly because since Lincoln*
"martyrdom" the wishes of almost all writers on the
Great Emancipator have been both father and grand-
father to their thoughts. It is hoped that no
unjust reliance has been placed upon these news-
papers as historical sources. Their contents have
been treated "as a cloud of straws indicating the
currents of the air, " as Mr. Stephenson words itj
describing the voguo made prevelent by Professor
McMaster. "But," he warns us, "what many of us
want to know is not the fact of the currents, —
that is so easy to establish; but their strength
and their significance. There is a difficult
matter." One addition might be made to that warn-
ing: Mr. Stephenson could have placed at least one
strong adjective before the word "difficult."
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CHAPTER ONE
THE FIRST NATIONAL TRIUMPH

IThe Spirit of the Great Emanci-
pator might be relieved somewhat from the choking
incense that envelops it if somebody would blow a
bit of it over Judge Davis's way* For without his
magnetic reasoning at the Chicago Convention perhaps
another of the American Gods would have died an ob-
scure lawyer known only for his homely honesty, his
flights from the barber's chair, and his pants,
toward which their wearer exhibited a very apparent
attitude of laissez-faire. The cause of Illinois'
favorite son looked black enough when those 170
delegates came howling out of the East, ready to die
for Seward. Under Tom Huyler 's boisterous leader-
ship they gleefully shouted, upon the theory that by
shear pressure upon the ear drums of the other rep-
resentatives they would win them over to the only
logical cause in the Convention. Not that too much
work would have to be done to win the battle. It
was perfectly obvious who was the best and sure-fire
candidate. Had Sewafdnot been the outstanding Whig
1
for two generations? Had he not the support of
1. The answer was, "Noi”
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every wotth while organization in and around the sea-
board? Did he not know every nook and cranny in
Washingotn? and every man that had been there for a dozen
years? And if a man can hold the (new) Hub of the
Universe, in his hands, then the least the rest of the
country could do was to sit back and stop any interfer-
ence with the great future of a very great man!
What had the Convention to say to
that? Apparently there was no answer. Lincoln was second
best, in point of numbers, but he was a mere child in
knowledge and experience conpared with the mighty Seward.
He knew nothing of politics, nothing of economics, and had
only a local fame. Then up rose Judge Davis. Like
a machine gun: What about those Know-nothings in the
Keystone State? What about the frontiersmen, those
pals of Lincoln, in Indiana and Illinois and Iowa
and Ohio? Douglas would have to be beaten there.
What would our Hebraio-Puritans say about that Tammany
Hall business? Horrors!. What about those low tariff
campaign
men? Not a man among this group would lift a hand in a/
for Seward, except to knock him down! (Laughter, and ap-
plause. } What about the Unionists?
Now look at Lincoln: Born in a Log
Cabin, a humble man, a man of the people, yea—an
HONEST man! (Applause, and boos). Remember "Tyler,
Too!" and Andy Jackson; there were men ! That’s what

>a
the country wants* And New York: all the coast
wants a high tariff. All right l Our candidate won't
stop them* As a matter of fact he does not know
anything about finance, and has promised not to make
a fool of himself* And the same with the bank.
He can carry all the North with his abolition, all
the doubtful with his emancipation, all the Democrats
with his compensation, and perhaps a Border State
2
with his Humanity. Seward has said that a conflict
is irrepressible l What horrible radicalism! You
know what the country will say to that! We will admit
that Lincoln has said something about a divided house
not being able to stand, but what do you suppose he
meant by that? Surely not war! He simply had in
mind that an extension of slavery would not be to
his liking; of course he had no feeling for that
dangerous appeal of Seward's, Higher Laws, and that
kind of thing l Such teachings are dangerous beyond
comprehension! Why — that means that all the acts
of Congress, our sacred Constitution, that divine
1. In Master's new book, page 361, the following
quotation is supposed to have been directly from
Lincoln concerning the tariff: ”1 seek neither
to force a tariff law by executive influence,
nor yet to arrest a reasonable one by veto or
otherwise Whether or not this is an exact
quotation, I cannot say. It is probably what
Lincoln might have said except that it insinuates
an indifference on Lincoln's part, which I do not
feel he would have had. Stephenson's Autobiography
does not include this remark, nor could I find it
in the complete works } which are not really complete
2. That v/as a clincher!
7V r.c '>
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Declaration of Independence, everything; that has been
made by man, are to be annuled 1 "Higher Laws" are
to rule us! Faughl But don’t misunderstand mei.
Lincoln stands for God; he would give Him a hand
bisr
every time;^ there are occasions when secondary con-
siderations are all that we can grasp, poor miserable
humans that we are.
Relentlessly the logic of Judge
Davis went on. Those In-The-Know began to sense a
significant stir in the convention. A change was
in the air; whether Lincoln would get the better of
it nobody could say. It was the most crucial
moment in the career of Illinois’s favorite son.
The gods that watch over America must have worried
a bit too. If Davis failed, well, perhaps the
country would also.
One last ' sho$ he made, and ite
hit a very vital spot. , But what does that
matter? Let the truth out even if it hurts l And
so:- Why is it that Seward has been so successful
in New York? We know that he personally is an
honorable man, but what about all that money float-
ing around every time an election takes place? We
would not even insinuate that Seward Is a crook and
a sneak and a cowardly grafter; but you know what
some people will think l Lubrication of the muni-
cipal wheels of administration may be winked at, but
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such tactics must not be, and will not be allowed
in Washington. Your raving Tom Huyler has admitted
himself that' it is money that makes the mare go, n
and that as far as the troubled waters of the Know-
Nothings are concerned, all that needs is a little
oil. But Seward is an honorable manl
Judge Davis sat down, and a din
of applause broke out. The husky Westerners knew
that logic, perhaps, was now on their side. Seward
had the largest number pledged to him, but Lincoln
had the second. There might be a change yetj The
thing they must do now was keep a very stiff upper
lip and yell like h—11
II
The fact that the Convention was
2
held in Chicago is of tremendous importance. This
was the first great Convention which attempted a
nomination by enthusiasm. The louder the delegates
could yell, the more votes in proportion to the noise
was supposed to be able to be gathered from the rest
of the country, and, of course, the husky frontiers-
men from th a West had very good lungs. Whenever
*
1. Rhodes,^ p. 462. All Tom said was. If you do not
nominate Seward, where will you get your money?
"
But it was perfectly obvious what he meant.
2. Barton’s Lincoln and Chicago is the best treatise
on this subject.
o V
—li-
the name of their beloved rail splitter was mentioned,
a tremendous noise was heard about the city. Lincoln
had come to the Convention, not as an opponent of
Seward, — that would have alienated most of the
other candidates, and, of course, all of the New York
delegation. He had (evenj been suggested as a candidate
for the Vice-Presidency, although he had specifically
denounced any such movement. He had come as an
admirer and friend of Seward. The Illinois delega-
tion and friends yelled when Seward 1 s name was
mentioned, but it was a mere whisper compared to the
Lincoln yell. It must have made -the conservative
Easterners think a bit when they saw these people
becoming so excited. The most sincere and boisterous
love, was evident at every turn. The greetings in the
local papers never allowed them to forget what the
wood-choppem wanted. The Chicago Evening Journal
,
supposedly an independent paper, eulogized their
favorite son in poetry:
"The Prairie State her Lincoln names,.
A gallant hero in the fight.
For liberty _and righteous aims; 1
Old Abe, the Union and the right.”
in
These Westerners knew all the
stories about how Lincoln had licked Jack Armstrong,
1. Chicago Evening Journal
, May 16, 1860.
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how the Clary Grove hoys had always rallied around
him, how he had taken that long trip down the
Mississippi River, how he had driven an ox team into
Illinois) how he had walked five, six and seven
miles to work) how he had supplied 400 rails for a
and especially
few strips of cloth j/how he was horn in a log cahin.
He was becoming alread:r a figure of romance. Low
birth/ is often an asset . e in American politics,
just as inexperience may be.
Many pointed out that because he had not been in
Washington very long, he was just that much better
his mind would have been contaminated by contact
with those politicians. His opponents claimed that
because of this he would not be famous enough for
success. And it is true that probably not more
than one in ten knew more than that Lincoln was the
1
man who debated Douglas somewhere in Illinois.
But this too was regarded as an advantage: his
fame would be world-wide in a few days with our
appealing newspapers.
The Convention quickly realized
that Seward was a beaten man. As soon as the
midnight caucuses were completed,,there was no
doubt who would be the alternative. The second
1. Johnson: Life of Douglas
, p. 47
o' o
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ballot showed Lincoln but four behind, and the third
carried him over the top — practically unanimous.
It would seem as though the tremendous howl that
strained the very rafters after the mention of
Seward* s name could never be reproduced by human
voice; "but the Lincoln boys were clearly ahead,"
said Murat Halstead, an ear and eye witness. He
continues his description, saying, "Saving their
victory as a lull in the storm, they took deep
breaths all around and gave a concentrated shreCk
that was positively awful, and accompanied it with
stamping that made every plank and pillar in the
.
1
building quiver*"
1* Cincinnati Commerc ial : June 1, 1860. It is
hard to give too much credit to the historical
accuracy of some descriptions of this Convention.
Perhaps the voices as well as the bodies were
built better out in the West where
Anyway one writer poeticized the reaction to
the acclamation of Seward when Blair of Michigan
recorded the nomination:
-
"At once there rose so wild a yell
Within that dark and narrov; dell
As all the fiends from Heaven that fell
Had pealed the banner cry of Hell."
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IV
It was really "the same old story."
Like Webster and Clay, Seward was too superior; he
had said too much and done too much; too much could
1
be held against him. He was not available like
Lincoln. He had more friends; but that does not
matter. The enemies are what count. It is not so
much the states that one can carry, as it is the
states one cannot carry that determines a candidate’s
strength or weakness.
V
The people of the country did not
know what to make of the nomination. Where editors
before had omitted the mention even of Lincoln in
their attempts to determine who would be nominated,
they now in good Republican style turnfr>to long, in-
definite eulogies of him. Of course they had to
support Lincoln. All of the spineless papers, like
the Boston Advertiser and Boston Traveler came out
forcefully in favor of the nominee as though the
choice was quite logical. It is significant to
1. Iiaroerfcs Weekly, May 12, .860
%
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note that when writing up the possible candidates for
nomination, the Boston Traveler gave a great deal of
space to Seward and quite a bit to Banks, Reid and
McLean. At the very end of their page of biographies
they included a short account of "Lincoln of Illinois."
Yet on May 19, when the news had been received by the
Traveler that Lincoln was the choice they said, "Ever
since the meeting of the Convention it was clear that
the contest was to be between him and Mr. Seward. Mr.
Lincoln possesses talent, and is of that manly and
generous character which the people admire in party
men excellent candidate and vigorous
just." It continues quite characteristically with,
"Mr. Hamlin’ s nomination for the Vice-Presidency
gives the utmost satisfaction." The Republicans,
stalwarts even then, turned to him "with one accord,"
and acclaimed the ever faithful wisdom of the party
convention’s choice.
The abolitionists and in fact,a majori-
Lincoln^
ty t dar the North, hardly knew whoj*^ was, but they
did not like his attitude on slavery Not that
they understood it, — but they did not like it
anyway. They could not understand how anyone could
be in favor of returning slaves once they had escaped
from their masters. He considered that his Consti-
tutional duty was not ended by catching runaway
?*
*
.
e\
*
)
o.;.
~
2 .
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negroes, or that the only rights which should be
protected are those belonging to the North; as a
result, he was labeled, by the more rampant papers,
1
"The Slave Hound."
VI
The fact that Lincoln was person-
ally opposed to slavery did not occur to many of the
more emotional abolitionists. To them everything
about that hated institution was an abomination, and i
should be wiped from the face of the earth. There
was not a single thing about it that was good, and
anyone in any way engaged in the traffic deserved no
more rights than any other criminal. By being a
slave-holder one forfeited his rights before God,
and of course the inspired "abolitionists th&bc- Jod
would do if he were a bit more vigilant. The only
reasonable thing for Him to do would be to strike
down the Southerners, but as long as He was not on
His job, then His vicegerents must take up His work,
main
TheAssue under controversy was, the
Fugitive Slave Law. The fact that it wadpn the
statute books made no difference to these people: -
there were higher laws than mere acts of Congress 1
1. New York Tribune; March 5, 1861: Garrison^
Liberator
,
June, 1861.
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1
But Lincoln could not see it that way. Lincoln
said that as long as there was a law on the books
it is the duty of every citizen to obey it. That
^ was his understanding of the philosophy of Democracy*
and, as he believed in that form of government, then
he for one was going to do everything within reason
to see that all of his contemporaries regarded it
the same way.
Back in 1827, he had made a speech,
the gist of which was the foundation of the great
superstructure of his political philosophy in his
more mature years. An excerpt might be of interest,
because, although over-exuberant and quite sophomoric
in expression, it is fundamentally the greatest of
all his efforts. It was his answer to the Under-
2
ground Railroad l
"Let every American, every lover
of liberty, every well-wisher to his posterity, swear
by the blood of the Revolution never to violate in
the least particular the laws of the country, and
never to tolerate their violation by others. As the
patriots of seventy-six did to the support of the
Declaration of Independence, so to the support of
l
;
:
1. If there had been somebody running against him
with this "idealistic" conception of law it is
wholly probable that he would never have been
elected in November.
2. It was this that God' s representatives referred
to when they attempted to stab him in the back
with charges of "hounding the slaves."
•i v'
•
•).
.1
-
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the Constitution and laws let every American pledge
his life, his property, and his sacred honor - let
every man remember that to violate the law is to
trample on the blood of his father, and to tear the
charter of his own and his children* s liberty. Let
reverence for the laws be breathed by every American
mother to the lisping babe that prattles on her lap;
let it be taught in schools, in seminaries, and in
colleges; let it be written in primers, spelling-
books, and in almanacs; let it be preached from the
pulpit, proclaimed in legislative halls, and enforced
in courts of justice. And, in short, let it become
the political religion of the nation; and let the old
and young, ' the rich and the poor, the grave and the
gay of all sexes and tongues and colors and condi
-
1
tions, sacrifice unceasingly upon its altars.”
^There was not a note of cgia^romise
there; "iss^a religion there can be nonp^- if it i;
going to be s^ta^essful; but th^^fDsolutisti« note is
found niorfr in the wJ*4s J^t^n jin the unconscious plans
being evolved. Hj*^stati?ji^rits ai^e generally more
radical thap^ifis acts. Almoste^ery pleader may •
quote^Thcoln as an advocate; even a socialist can
find support if the right sentences are chos^
1. Lyceum Speech, 1837
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For- example,-Jaow., Ku-s&iari-4oe-s-^^
-
jbh±S''•^tnmdr^-"iaboj?^j.a.,...
^pri^r-irtrp-imd-^ ")
He had all this in mind when the
^ news of the vagrancy of John Brown came to his ears.
He thought not of the martyrdom, though he was not
insensible to the sincerity of the slave freer. He
regarded "slavery and lawlessness as twin evils" and
said, "That affair, in its philosophy, corresponds
to the many attempts related in history at the as-
sassination of kings and emperors. An enthusiast
broods over the oppression of a people till he
fancies himself commissioned by Heaven to liberate
them. He ventured the attempt, which ends in little
else than his own execution. Orsini’s attempt on
Louis Napoleon, and John Brown’s attempt at Harper’s
1
Ferry were, in their philosophy precisely the same."
The way to show one* s-disapproval of a law is to
repeal it; never should it be evaded or disobeyed!
So Lincoln thought, and so he was known to have
thought, much to the weakening of his position with
the abolitionists.
And again: - This candidate pre-
sumed to tell the Supreme Court what was what! That
I
1 • Charnwood, p . 152
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was about all many got out of his debates with
Douglas. Lincoln could not understand how anyone
could evade a court decision by nullifying it, -
jrha^b he wanted was—for the Court to reverse its
opinion. It had made a mistake, an error in
judgment^ (though a very vicious one), and it was
up to all right-minded people sq fc© propagandize
the country that the Supreme Tribunal would see
the light. This was the lawful way; this was the
democratic way, - and, indeed, the right way. No
John Browns, or Dred Scots even; and certainly
no more Freeport Doctrines and Squatter Sover-
eignty! The method of reform is, first: - repeal
the Dred Scot decision; then turn back to the
Missouri Compromise, ’’back to where our fathers
place it” (slavery) "and keep it there!" No ex-
tension of it, by any means l All thiswas legal,
idealistic — just as thick-skinned and impersonal
as any slaveowner or abolitionist.
VII
Exploited to the utmost was
Lincoln’s honesty: therein was his greatest appeal.
Perhaps not so much as today, but during the autumn
months of the first campaign there was taking shape
in the middle and lower class minds a symbol, possibly
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two symbols. And they were both magnetic in crowd-
ing our pioneers from the East and the West to the
polls for the Republican candidate. One was the
Log Cabin and the other was the Rail Splitter. When
John Hawks brought into the Decatur convention those
tv/o rails on which was inserted: "The two rails from
a lot made by Abraham Lincoln and John Hawks in the
Sanganan Bottom in the year 1830, " he made more
1
history than he ever realized* It did not matter
whether
Lincoln was a protectionist or a Methodist; all
IJK&pie could visualize those logs. To each one
they stood for a slightly different thing, with one
exception: to all they meant honesty. By the sweat
of his brow a man bec^^S honest; such is the American
dictum* Perspiration steams out all impurities in
the body. Later on these rails stood for something
different in the minds of our Society, but that N
belongs to another story* It took two years
before the opposition realized that a clever bit of
insinuating propaganda could be moulded around a
6 2
queer twist of a former^beautiful (to many) picture.
d
1* In a democratic country it is symbols that carry
people over the drab issues of politics. They
give the unthinking (are we not all unthinking^)
people something to cling to, something to vis-
ualize. The picture of the suffering Uncle Tom
fired many more men to Northern victory than
Calhoun’s theory of government.
2. To relieve suspense, the Editor wishes to say
that "Rail Splitter." came to mean "Boor."
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The log cabin was not featured as much then as it is
today; but always, when it was, the mental image rad-
iated confidence. That, too, meant that Lincoln
was a real man of the people, an honest man, and
probably capable of interpreting the desires of
all the people except a few High Brows and thick-
sculled Democrats.
Jackson and Harrison were two
of the most popular men in the White House since
Jefferson. Their log cabin birth was their great-
est and most appealing drawing card. The Americans
of the 19th century were motivate#; like
the Slavophils, and Little Englanders, by a love of
those institutions peculiar to their country.
Everything American is goodl To say anything else
would be a reflection upon the Americans themselves.
If an element in a culture appears to be a very bad
thing, no matter l If enough people shout about it
the very nature of the element seems to change, and
becomes a very good thing. Since 1812 we hape been
going our own way; Europe was way off somewhere, —
so far away that it did not concern us. We were
developing a culture of our own. Not that we
nursed any Shakespeare s, or even a Newton. We
actually did produce a Whitman and an Emerson, but
those were not the things that made us proud. For
what man of letters could stand up and take punch

23 -
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,
for punch from a TomHuyler, or a Jack Armstrong?
There is the test of greatness l Not the size of
the brain, but the size of the hand. Not long
hair on the head, but long hair on the chest;
Virility, height, weight, red-blood make the ideal:
To be "regular" in those days meant somebody like
Lincoln; not necessarily a fighter, but one who can
take care of himself, one that has been out in the
1
rug$d wilderness, close to nature, close to Truth.
The rails and the log cabin stood for this virile
honesty. It was Webster’s greatest misfortune
that he was not born a few yards from his actual
A
n
place of birth.
As the campaign swung into the
summer months, many of the same arguments were used
in favor of his election as had been used against
Seward in the nomination. Lincoln was brought
forward primarily as a man of the people. I say
"brought forward" in the spiritual sense; in
actuality nobody seemed able to stir him from his
front porch. At home in Springfield to all who
wanted a word with him, he remained right there
1. Chicago still knows the appeal of brute strength:
Thompson referred to "L’l Artie" in the last campaign,
and the noble Lincoln -ef 4g»n wanted to pick Douglas
up and spank him.
2. I have often wondered if a possible explanation
of this American worship of the lowly born is
not in part at least due to the image of Jesus
and the manger. If so it must be rather un-
conscious, for such reason is rarely (if ever)
given.
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an object of special searching-out by the c/lrioMS,
interviewed by the journalists and politicians.
Many thought the procedure one of "becoming
1
dignity. His silence betrayed hidden wells of
intellectual power, not one whit the worse for the
Turvi
mystery aroused by yfncommittal statements.
His campaign managers realized
that in the New England States, and even in the
commercial States like New York and Pennsylvania
there were a great many rurally minded voters to
whom the appeal of the rail splitter would be
very strong, and so every effort was made to por-
tray the candidate as a regular honest pioneer,
one of the builders of our great democracy. Every
one who had moved more than a week*s trip to begin
life anew was able to associate himself psycholog-
ically with this man who had once driven an ox team
to his new home. Every family that had worn home-
spun clothes could appreciate such intimate stories
as that of the old lady bringing a pair of
stockings of her own making to "Mr. Linkin’’ so that
he would be warm enough while campaigning for his
election. Although there were several officers
1. Inertia is often so regarded
••
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of the Republican party present at the time, "Good
Old Abe" let her in and displayed the artistry to
all his friends; thanked her, and made the remark
that, "He would not be able to find any like them
1
in Washington*" These intimate stories were
duly broadcast, ever appealing to the country's
simple wholesome hearts. By 1863 this humor had
£uTT , a
become eneh a political detriment to him; now ha
A
brought him closer to the people. The writers
of campaign songs had not realized how greatly
they could capitalize sobriety-worship, the dregs
from the boiled out City of God. Dignity,
political sagacity and wisdom were all very essential
in a leader, but even more necessary to the successful
politician was a thin mouth that turned down at the
corners. All this brought later; in 1860 intimate
humor was very nearly an ace of spades in the
political game.
VIII
The political propagandists
of the opposition missed another great trump c£.rd
though they discovered it in the second campaign
1. Browne, p. 352
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for election. This was that "rail splitter" could
he so pronounced that it would sound like "boor."
The shabby clothes and long hair gradually tended
to accentuate this feeling held by our society.
Although the actual number of votes lost cannot
be estimated, many of the embibers of Harperism
felt a bit sick after the election, but it was
nothing compared to the hang-over in April of
1
1865. In its wistful^ bantering way Harper^
Weekly described the Great Emancipator as "a
horrid looking wretch, - sooty and scoundrelly in
aspect, a cross between the nutmeg dealer, the
horse swopper and the night man - a creature fit
evidently for petty treasons, small stratagems and
all sorts of spoils. He is a lank-sided Yankee of
the uncomiiest visage, and one of the dirtiest
complexions and the most indecent comparisons.
Faugjil After him, what decent man would be
1* Not exactly a "ritzy*' organ, but a very active
opponent, the New York World
,
was riddled with
stones after the assassination. But not the
least cutting brickbat was hurled by themselves
when London Punch
,
more than backed water in
1865. Xt stood at the Weeping Wall of the world
up to its knees in tears, because of their-
unworthy ridicule.
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1
President?” Vanity Fair feeling the repercussion
from Harper ' s Weekly , and ever the ready pupil of
its god-father, London Punch , contributed this vivid
description of the candidate offered by the Republican
party: ”A11 the things that are known of him, good,
bad or indifferent, so far as the voting mass goes,
”
are that he is a "characterless candidate and slab-
sided”.... Others know him as "a two shilling
candidate opposed to the Mexican War hav-
ing contempt for the spirit of *76 with a thin
2
nasal voice grammar not above suspicion!”
The whimsical author of the
"House of Seven Gables, ” the efficient servitor of
Massachusetts Federalism, and everyone privileged
to breath dusl; in the nose from a box, lifted at
least one eyebrow at Lincoln* s barber shyness, and
jj
fairly tittered at the mention of "Mr. Cheerman.”
A comparison with Webster^ inevitable for a New
Englander of the 1850's, was hardly comforting to
the Republican campaign managers. The pompous
son of New Hampshire would fairly blind his
1. Garrison's Liberator
, July 27, 1860, quoting
Harrier ' s Weekly . May 26, 1860. These statements
I could not find in Harper's, although it easily
could have said it. The cartoons expressed
exactly the same thing. It is important to note
that Garrison's Liberator gave more than passing
sanction to this idea.
2. This last phrase, the school boys struggling with
places "hallowed" and "consecrated" would enjoy.
3. This is an obscure reference, demanding explanation
(not a disparagement of the reader's sense of
humour). When Mr. Bucher presented the awkward
son of the West to New York's political intelligencxa
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audience into submission; but what could these
English-minded Americans think of the son of
1
Illinois? The London Times took up the cry to
emphasize the homeliness of the Republican can-
didate, though with some malice our American-
Guttir
ized scribes pointed out that the Queen of Britain,
Empress of India, and so forth, was no blushing
flower.
IX
The businessmen really did not
have a good candidate in this election. They could
not vote for Breckinridge because he had practically
declared that the Union ought to be dissolved unless
the North could be made to give in. Although
in February, 1860, a.V Cooper Union, Lincoln
pronounced "Chairman in accentuated Western style,
namely, "Cheerman." The recovery which he was
able to make from such a poor psychological start
was rather astounding.
1. These people to whom I am referring are difficult
to describe, or rather, an arbitrary classification
of them is almost impossible. I have called them
"members of Society" for want of a better name.
Some of them were formerly of extraction, some Wrye
some- first Federalists, "aristocrats" and highbrows,
some simply rich, others merely well dressed,
most of them conservative & • Many "rose" to this
class, though their fathers were "mere shop-hands."
The distinctions which they enjoyed were primarily
psychological, of course. Their outlook was
quite the same as that of the Methodist who has
speeded up the apparently unchangeable laws of
Social Darwinism by taking upon his shoulders the
robes of Episcopalianism.
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Edward Everett came from the North, and his partner
Mr. Bell was a very conservative Unionist, they
could not "bring themselves to vote for a man whose
main appeal was with that class of Southerners who
believed in the institution of slavery, but also
held to 4^he Lincolnian Unionism. Then their
other choice, if it were not Lincoln, would be
Douglas, who apparently stood for just about what
business needs. That is, he wanted to maintain
the status quo . But Douglas was a Western man,
having no good ideas on the tariff (that is, he
was a low tariff man, ) not favorably disposed to
the bank, and primarily interested in Western
expansion and (tskl tskl) the proponent of that
radical, vicious doctrine. Squatter Sovereignty.
So they were left with very little choice, although
one of their avowed organs declared that "our citizens
ought to exhaust every effort to defeat Lincoln and
1
thus save our interests and prosperity." In the
twentieth centurfe^this opposition might have
hindered (perhaps effectually) the election of
Lincoln, but in the 1860*s the campaign contribu-
tions were mostly by private individuals. The great
1 . New York Commercial Appeal, Aug., 1860 .
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politically dependent corporations of today were
small partnerships before the Civil War, and so
their voice in the election was more nearly in
proportion to their actual numbers. They dis-
trusted Lincoln and probably most of them as in-
dividuals did not vote for him. The Bouglas
compromise assured greater economic stability
than a "house divided." This fear of Lincoln
is evidenced, to some extent, by the fact that
immediately after the news of his election was
received in New York, there was a small financial
1
panic.
There were some people who
realized, along with Mr. Bowles of the Spring-
field Republican
,
that if the civil war could
be delayed for at least a decade, the fundamental
economic cause of it would die out naturally.
With all of his 11,000 copies spread our over
New York and even into the Middle West, he tried
to show the people that by following Lincoln’
s
L. There were other causes for this event besides
the election of Lincoln: -Over-speculation in
railroads, too heavy borrowing for the shipment
of cotton and for the purchase of slaves,
the tightening up by the Northern banks on the
amounts of loans made to Southern slave holders,
the diminishing value of negroes, - all these
were factors. But the point remains that the
panic happened immediately after the election.
Hence, at least Lincoln was the"last straw."
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doctrine of non-extension of slavery, the South
would gradually he forced, because of the prosperity
of the North, with its free labor, to give up slavery.
Mr* Bowles did not omit the fundamental doctrines of
the Declaration of Independence in his arguments,
but he tried to show his readers, and he certainly
must have shown many of them, that no matter what
God’s law told them, the economic laws ought to be
sufficiently convincing.
X
The abolitionists in this
1. The Russian Ukase on emancipation of the serf
was far from being inspired by God. It was the
pressure of a down-trodden people, plus the
simple operation of economic laws. Other
European countries had already learned that a
man cannot be forced to work and have his
product put on the market with any real hope
of successfully competing with goods produced
by free labor. W£tfc£this paper concerned
with the "rightness'* of Lincoln's policies a
good case could be made against him upon this
point, - as it seems that the house of the U.S.
could have stood divided against itself, for the
source of division would have faded away. One
observation alone I will allow myself: If a
people in a democratic country believe an
institution is fraught with evil, then the
point of evil is so exaggerated that all per-
spective is lost. They become "touchy" upon
this point, and so aggravate the sore that the
whole organism is thrown off balance.
Almost nobody in the country realized this,
least of all the Northerners. Many were aware
that "no extension" meant "no vote" (for the
South eventually) — for they would gradually
be choked by the band-line of the Missouri
Compromise.
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Qajnpaign were confronted with a dilemma which kept
many of them away from the polls entirely.
Breckinridge and Bell were, of course, not even
considered by this group of people. Douglas
might have been,had it not been for the clever
arguments presented by the nobscure Illinois
lawyer." He had so warped his rival
»
^Loctrines
th'at Douglas appeared not to care whether slavery
was "voted up or down." Such indefiniteness on
the slavery issue would have been very objection-
able to them; but more than this, they were afraid
that by allowing the people Popular Sovereignty
they might decide that they wanted slavery.
Lincoln for them, too, was the only choice which
they could make if they were going to vote at all.
Many of them held with Garrison that as the
Constitution was nothing short of a "Covenant
with Death and an Agreement with Hell," there was
little sense In exercising the ordinary Democratic
prerogative of voting. But there were not many of
them who did not vote in the 1860 election for this
1
reason, for although Lincoln had declared that the
Union was far more important than slavery, he at
1. It does seem like a rather mild sort of pastime
this dropping of a checked slip of paper in a
ballot box; - that is } mild for those ruled by
Higher Laws.
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least was both personally and (by nomination)
politically against that institution.
When the ballots were finally
counted, it would seem that practically all of the
Northern States had shown a majority for Lincoln.
The fact that the contest was extremely close in
certain States is not apparent, when we consider
that Lincoln received 180 electoral votes to his
nearest rival 1 §^72. This victory came because in
New England they liked his stand on slavery, in
Rhode Island, New York and Pennsylvania for the
same positive reason, and, negatively, they did
not object to his economic stand. In Michigan,
Iowa, Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana he
was personally popular. In general, the judg-
merit of the country was against slavery.
XI
All of the Southern States,
together with Delaware and the border states of
Kentucky, Tennessee and Virginia, had voted for
a political doctrine far more than they had
against Lincoln.
Only in such future hot beds
of secession as South Carolina, and to some extent,
Louisiana, had there grown up any feeling of dis-
like for the coming President as a man. In
South Carolina this feeling resulted, in part, at
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least, from the Douglas speech In Charleston on
September 11, 1860, in which he declared that the
"House Divided Against Itself" speech meant, in
plain words, war* These people gradually assumed
that he must be a blood-thirsty militarist, for he
told them very shortly that if it was wan they
wanted, he was ready* It was not long before
they were associating with him all of that -
hateful propaganda which had been infused into
the South by the abolitionists. This was what
united the South to protect their great institution
more than anything else, both because they were
afraid of negro uprisings, and because they did
not want to have another section of the country
dictating to them how they should conduct their
business and social life. The election being
sectional proved to them that Lincoln was an
abolitionist* His attitude toward the fugitive
slave law should have pleased them, but the political
propagandists carefully left that out of the news-
1
papers, in fact, there probably were not very many
people, at least by January of 1861, who were aware
even that Lincoln was in favor of strict enforce-
ment of this objectionable law.
1* If a man is going to be an enemy he might just
as well be painted as black as possible.
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The border States, too, were at
first disposed not unkindly toward Lincoln, for
they felt that even though Lincoln was not their
candidate, and even though they had done all in
their power to defeat him, and even though the
election had been settled sectionally, this was
a democratic State in which the elections were
decided by ballots and not be rebellion. They
"ought at least to give his administration a fair
trial." If "he then failed to secure (them) from
oppression," they would "then find the voice of the
united South crying out as one man for REVOLUTION!
When the White Housse was finally
the residence of the Republican President the country
*
sighed with relief. Jiis administration had been a
vacillating one, always with his ear to the ground,
—
not necessarily contemptible in a president, but that
ear had been altogether too near Southern soil.
There was no telling what that- man Buchanan would do.
1. Memphis Daily Appeal , Nov. 11, 1860. The
following papers were of practically the same
opinion concerning the election:- Oregon
Statesman
,
Virginia Index
,
Louisville Democrat
,
Richmond Despatch
,
Washington Statesman
,
Atlantic Confederacy . This last named paper
said, "Will not the patriots lay aside party
for country?" Before the election they said
they ought to be ready to fight, if necessary,
but they should secure the election of Douglas
and thus preclude 'such a criticism. During
November the "Minutemen" of the South, a group
of young bloods, was organized in the South to
prevent the election of Lincoln. If this
should be a failure, then they are to prevent
his inauguration. If this should fail.
,
then the
South ought to secede. Supporters of this
doctrine were the Nashville Democrat . St* Louis
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It is true that he did a right-about face and
condemned the South Carolina uprising, but it was
also known that he gave more than a wink in the
direction of States Rights in the early days of
December* Although a clear numerical majority *
in the South were opposed to the approaching war,
they were again silenced by that same class which
precipitated it* Since the beginning of the
republic the slave-holders had dominated the
thought and politics of their region, and even
more completely they took the lead now* Mississippi,
Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana and Texas had
climbed on the band wagon by the first of February,
and on the fourth, "The Confederate States of
America" had elected Jefferson Davis, President,
and Alexander H. Stephens, Vice-President* Right
away the big guns of propaganda began to boom.
"It is worthy of remark," said the Wilmington (ft* £•)
Herald, " that the President and Vice-President
of the Southern Republic should bear the names of
Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton* They sound so
much more like American names than Abraham and
Andrew. " They gloated over the Harper
»
s Weekly
Republican
,
Knoxville Whig
,
Mobile Register.
Excerpts from all these papers were gathered
from the Memphis Daily Appeal November 6 to 25.
1. Quoted in Memphis Daily Appeal, March 6, 1861.
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cartoons, and rehearsed the characterization of the
new President by Society. Every word in the
Inaugural Address was raked over and twisted to find
hidden meanings and threats, though they knew, and
the country knew what Lincoln was going to say.
Again he told them that his only purpose was to pre-
serve the Union, that he had no official desire, to
interfere with slavery where it existed, that it was
the extension of it that worried him, that all the
laws of the nation ought to be and would be upheld
by the chief executive, and that there could never
be a war unless the South wanted it. They knew
that he would have approved of a "Thirteenth Amend-
ment” such as was proposed at the great Peace Con-
ference at which assembled delegates from twenty-one
states. But the South would not listen. Lincoln
was an aggressive boor, a blood-thirsty tyrant,
seeking to crush all that was dear to the Southerner^
heart. The leaders added more fuel to the flames
of hate rising up around the Abolition President.
Then in April the South made
A
their first blunder: They fired on Fort Sumpter,
and^ sent a resounding call throughout the North for
valiant sons to defend the honor of the American
flag. Seventy-five thousand strong surged around
recruiting officers, and the grand old Massachusetts
Sixth Regiment managed to get itself spattered with
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glorious blood in Baltimore on the 19th of April
in *61* Virginia l . . .Arkansas! .. . North Cardinal..*
Tennessee l - They all put bloody wrists together
with the Qonfederates . And the war was onl
XII
Prom that time until his death
Lincoln became more than the President of the United
States; he was a symbol, at times a very active and
real symbol, but always he stood for something in
the mind of the quarrelling nation. In the South
he was the abolitionist, the cruel leader of
offensive warfare. The blacker he was painted,
the more viciously the boys in grey would fight;
and not a bit of paint was spared. In the North
he became the symbol of right, and with the excep-
tion of the first few months of the war, and the
last few, a very minor figure in the leadership.
The greatest attention which he received was from
his opponents, and after Wilson Creek and the first
Battle of Bull Run this attention was all too
intimate. By the end of the year he was positively
hated by a large section of the North whenever
people thought about him at all.

CHAPTER TWO
A WEAK INTERLUDE
f
IThere are two incidents in
Lincoln’s life that would ordinarily he of little
interest, but which are of especial importance
for our consideration* They have been chosen
because of their personal nature, in an attempt
to determine what the people thought of him as a
man *, -that is, what they actually thought of him
when divorced from the cause for which he stood.
One of the most telling ways by which the American
public registers its disapproval of a politician
is by pointing the finger of reproof at his
associates. If something off-colour can be
found concerning his wife, ahl that is a "scoop”
1
of the very first water. with glee and malice
and forethought the papers discovered that Mrs.
Lincoln had given a Come-in-your-Best Ball. And
this (mind you) during the time when the country
was rent asunder by an intern$qJ^J.ne strife such
xSmj^thxxaaxinxlcccxeraKxra.feioxtoxiachsax.arcrandtx
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as it had never before experlencedl It really
was a rather superb affair, to which were invited
most of the social lights (bright and not so bright),
diplomats, officers and any of the distinguished
hangers-on that happened to be in Washington at the
time* Such balls were far from unprecedented in
the White House; in fact, they were allowed quite
at the discretion of the First Lady. The only
difference between this one and any other was that
it was much more isolated than those given under
other administrations. For one thing, the President
himself objected strenuously to getting on his danc-
ing pumps, and, furthermore, there was nothing he
disliked much more than a bantering conversation
over the tea cup. This had caused many vicious
eye-brow liftings in his direction. With great
reluctance, then, Mr. Lincoln allowed this affair
to be perpetrated under his roof. This everyone
knew, that is, they would have known had they made
the slightest attempt to find out. On the contrary,
as I have said, the opposition pounced upon the
incident like a Roman bear upon a Christian. If
the President was not directly responsible, he was
at least ’’passively responsible" said the Jefferson-
ian Democrat . While the nation was suffering, Mrs.
Nero was playing the fiddle. Said another, "If
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Mrs. Lincoln would study humanity instead of French,
practice benevolence instead of dancing, she would
be a far better Presidents wife than she is now.
0 While the noble ship of State is tempest tossed,
the august wisdom of the Capitol is merry with
wine; indifferent toasting, feasting,
dancing and capering about the White House goose
with devil-may-care imbecility, as though life
were intended for a passing debauch. - CIVIL WAR,
an agreeable tableau. Shade of Belshazzar 1 -
Ashes of Ninevehi - Golden Calf of Aaron come forth;
2
ye are wanted in Washingtonl" The abolitionist
press gave wide’ circulation to the idea that the
wine flowed freely and the table creaked with a
3
huge feast. Garrison’s Liberator
,
now growing
impatient with Lincoln and Unionism, was especially
vigorous in its condemnation. The New York papers
did no more than report the luxuries, making no in-
sinuations about the part Lincoln played.
1. Richmond, Indiana Press
,
about Feb* 24, 1862.
2* Adams goes Biblical in the Boston Transcript.
about Feb. as, 1862.
3. The abolitionists were often prohibitionists, -
anti-vice, you see.
'.
3
v
.
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It may be seen how inconsequential
this event really was when we notice that there was
no report of it in the Boston Advertiser
,
a paper
which had most complete accounts of all Washington
news •
II
A second index of public opinion
during these days is to be found in the reception
of the news of the death of Lincoln* s son, William.
The boy had been very close to the President, And
when he died right^ in the midst of the turmoils of
a poorly conducted war, the blame for which Lincoln
had shouldered, the blow was almost more than he
could stand. Yet not more than three of the lead-
ing newspapers in the country even so much as
mentioned that any tragedy had come to the White
House. The longest and most significant account
which any paper carried was written in the Boston
1
Advertiser
,
as follows:- ’’The President T s son,
William, age ten or eleven years, died this
evening of pneumonia." - Simply a statement of the
event l No letters of sympathy, no editorial commentl
1. Feb. 21, 1862
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The reporter did not even know his exact age. The
account was tucked away in an obscure corner of
./Vo
the newspaper, as though they were afraid their
public would object to too much sentimental
1
bally-hoo about ^fehirs insignificant event.
Of course Congress did not
have time to consider such a very personal and
minor event in the life of the President. Although
the Cabinet submitted a signed request to that
august body that all lights on the Capitol be shut
off out of respect for the President, this body was
2
far too busy to get around to making such a motion.
The leaders of the country
hardly thought of Lincoln as a possible item in the
1 .
2 .
One New York paper, the Tribune
,
actually did
have a longer article than this, but this
might be attributed rightfully more to the
nature of the readers than to any sympathy
which the editorial staff might have had.
In the Tribune
,
Feb. 21, 1862, their article
read as follows :-"The President's son,
William, ten years of age, was relieved of
his painful illness, after a delirium of
ninety hours, by death, at five o'clock this
afternoon. Mr. Lincoln feels the loss very
deeply. " This, too, was tucked away where
nobody but a later prying student would ever
be able to find iti
Perhaps it is of some significance that when ) ' - - ‘
Coolidge's son died only a few years ago, all
of the newspapers In the country, almost with-
out exception, expressed editorially at least
their sympathy for their President, and yet
on practically no test would Lincoln and
Coolidge be placed on the same level, except,
possibly, in administrative ability. Surely,
as we see it now, the two men could not have
had the same personal appeal. The one was
knovmyk3°R?fie
tgpti^.%nd the other p0pularly
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solution of a war problem. Surely this event
shows that as a man, they had almost no sympathy
for him. This doe 3 not mean that the ’’common
people” felt that way, as we shall soon see, but
at least the effect of such editorial negligence
must have been effective.
f
CHAPTER THREE
THE VICEGERENT'S HOLIDAY
I
In the middle of the second
summer of the war, another great wave of abolitionist
propaganda swept over the country, x Ever since the
Chicago Convention in 1860, the leaders of the move-
ment had expressed vague hopes that Lincoln would
be the Saviour of the negroes after he had become
President; and after he had assumed the position
of Commander-in-Chief, they could see no reason why
he should not, by one fell swoop, free all of the
men under bondage. The President had stuck to the
avowed purpose of the war:- to secure the Union
intact. Just as /uncle Tom* s Cabin^ had inflammed
the North in an Evangelical crusade, so it had
united the South in a defense of an institution in
which they could see no real wrong. Of course,
everyone knew that the President was very much
against the whole institution, but what they did
not know, or care to find out, was that he would not
free the slaves without the sanction of the Consti-
tution unless he was forced to do it purely as a
war measure. Almost without exception the abolition-
ists tried to force the President’s hand. Ever7/where
I(•
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men like Garrison, Steven S. Foster, Emestime L.
Rose, Abby Kelly, Wendell Phillips, and Henry Ward
Beecher, were shouting their doctrines of the Higher
Law. They not only wished to protect one race of
mankind, but they could see only good in their
black brothers. Speeches were given on the wonder-
ful achievements of the negroes, eulogies became a
1
habit.
The fountainhead of this propaganda
was William 14-byd Garrison, an Evangelist and crusader by
nature* opposed to evils like war and liquor and
tobacco and Free Masonary and capital punishment and
imprisonment for debts, and, of course, the source
of all evil, slavery. When some years before, he
was seized by a Boston mob because he attacked the
churches which would not come out definitely against
slavery,, and saved only by the intercession of the
police, he regarded himself as a martyr.
1. Here is a partial proof of this: In Mr. May’
s
book, p. 261, there are chapters on the follow-
ing negroes: David Ruggles, James Forten, Robert
Purvis, W. W. Browne, G. L. Remond, Rev. J.W.
Loguen, Frederick Douglas. All of the good
things that could be said about these men were
included, and, obviously, the worst things were
omitted, -not that these negroes are known to the
writer, but it is fair to assume that there were
some things not entirely good about them.
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A little persecution is a great thing for such a man.
It put more fire into his speeches. Very little
confidence was taken away from a man of Garrison’s
caliber by denouncing him as an "abolitionist,”
which to many would have been a taunt which they
could not stand. How he loved to say, "I am an
1
abolitionist; and I glory in the name." It was
a compliment to this grand old crusader to refer to
him as such. By 1842 he had formulated that
anarchistic dogma, "No Union with slave-holders,"
and was for years flaring it upon the masthead of
the Oracle. It was anarchy by God’s will, if
things didn’t go the way Garrison happened to
wish it. Even the Constitution he had denounced
because he saw that it could not logically destroy
slavery. Therefore, it was, "A covenant with death
and an agreement with Hell." Peaceful disunion
was the only solution that he could see in 1861;
but as he saw a chance for Northern victory dur-
ing these summer months of 1862, he looked to
Lincoln as the Moses who would lead the country
out of its dark wilderness.
Then there was Henry Ward Beecher,
a preacher of love, a liberal, a cultured man. He
1. S. \ May, page 261
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wanted emancipation within the Union under the
Constitution by awakening the conscience of the
country. With his great sense of drama, he had
staged a mock auction in New Yonkof a beautiful
young girl in the same manner in which the negroes
were auctioned off on the slave block in the South.
Nothing could have driven home more clearly to his
audience that the negroes were, after all, human
beings.
The poets were co-operating in
the Great Cause. Jingles were jingled, and songs
were sung. Every issue of Garrison’s Liberator
contributed new material to America’s anthology of
poetry. Here is a typical one: -
’’Then onward with a martyr’s zeal;
And wait thy sure reward.
When man to man no more shall kneel.
But God alone bp Lord l
1
Any ideas of colonization would
not only be too expensive, but dead wrong. We
brought the negroes over here, and it is up to us
to take care of them as God would want it. The
great hope, then, was to make Lincoln "a good
captain, " and stop him from playing the part of
2
an "artful dodger." It was up to these men to
1. S. May, page 264.
2. Garrison’s Liberator. Sept. 5, 1862
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show the President that there was a hole in the
bottom of the ship of state, that he was simply
bailing it out and building the sides of the ship
) higher and higher. What he must do is stop the
leak, - that is the only thing that will save the
c ountry
•
The great climax of this move-
ment to force Lincoln’ s hand came in the famous
2
"Prayer of Twenty Millions" in Greeley’s powerful
Tribune in which he said that most of the right-
thinking members of Northern society were praying
that he and God would free all of the slaves by
one proclamation, something which he could do very
easily if he wanted to. It would be a righteous
act, and it would unite all of the North in the
one great purpose of the war. Lincoln answered
this in a personal letter to Greeley in which he
declared again that if he could win the war by
freeing the slaves, he would do it; if he could do
it by freeing some of the slaves, he would do it;
if it were necessary, he would free all of the
slaves. This was a great concession to the
abolitionists. He knew that this letter would
)
1. Ibid., several issues in Sept., 1862.
New York Tribune. Aug. 20,1862.
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be published,
1
Greeley
.
if only as an advertising stunt for
II
It has been said that the reason
for Lincoln 1 s September announcement of the coming
emancipation proclamation was to show the European
countries what we were fighting for. Although
Russia was definitely on our side, and had sent
over several gun boats to fire upon the British
if they should attempt to interfere, and although
Austria, Germany, and to some extent. Prance,
hardly realized a war was going on in this hemi-
sphere, there was grave danger that the greatest
power in the world, England, would interfere. It
was natural that the manufacturing and importing
centers of the world would be favorable to that
section of our country from #iich great quantities
of raw material wag received ? It mat^eyod
1. The New York Evangelist
,
Sept. 9, 1862,
declared that It was not fitting to the
dignity of a President to write to a mere
journalist. It said, ’’Behold a new thing
under the sun, a President of the United
States descending into the arena of journalism."
This is another instance of the personal spite
felt against the President, for obviously
Lincoln not only had a clear political right to
do what he did, but it certainly received a
pragmatic sanction.
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little who was in the White House at the time of such
a civil war* The fact that there were certain
characteristics of Lincoln’s that could be ridiculed
was unfortunate for the cause of Unionism, for the
aristocratic organs of England picked them up with
rather undignified glee and made him appear ffoolish.
The cartoons and articles were concerned with his
personal appearance, with almost no attempt to
understand what the brain under that attrocioVisly
republican head of hair was thinking. This letter
to Greeley gave them another opportunity to heap
ridicule upon him, and when on September twenty-
second he finally yielded to the expediency of
freeing the slaves, the London Tiiaes was again
reminded that he was "one of that very ordinary
class of mortals for whose opinion we should feel
little curiosity if he stood on a plain ground with
other men. Mr. Lincoln is, so far as the world can
judge, a man incapable of either inventing or com-
piling a firm, consistent and wise policy, but able
from force of position to give effect either to the
1
suggestions of wise men or counsels of foolish men.-”
They could not believe that the people of the North
1. London Times
, Dec. 16, 1862.
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were doing any more than forcing another section
of the country to accept the same political theory
which they happened to hold in 1860, but if the
.journalists of England did not admit the wisdom of
Lincoln* s policy, at least there was not as much
pressure brought to bear upon Parliament by their
constituencies to interfere in our Civil War, after
the September Proclamation. Before this, at least
two-thirds of Parliament was openly against the
North, but now only about a third dared to speak
openly their contempt for America.
This is a partial refutation of
one of the major loop-holes which the Democratic
press of America found in the proclamation. The
1
New York World remarked:- "A war measure it cer-
tainly is not, inasmuch as the previous success of
the war is the only thing that can give it validity.”
Ill
On this side of the Atlantic, it
would seem from the newspaper accounts, that no one
was thoroughly satisfied by the announcement. Every
1. Jan. 5, 1863
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one could find something the matter with it. Some
denounced it as the greatest of crimes that could
1
ever he committed upon a free people. The
abolitionists felt that it was not worth very much,
2
and should have gone much further. In his usual
fiery way. Garrison called upon his Maker to bring
light into the clouded brain of the President. He
said, "To attempt to keep a million of slaves In
chains while essaying to liberate other millions
in a similar condition, is to present a revolting
spectacle to the world, to create snares and pit-
falls for the Government, to render the struggle
for the suppression of the rebellion uselessly
prolonged and bloody, and to peril, meanwhile,
3
our free institutions."
Although many of the leaders
of the country had been of virtually the same political
opinion on the question of slavery as Lincoln, their
v&ice was not heard editorially. The following
men, for example, were opposed to the extension of
slavery, but were not in favor of complete abolition:
1. New Hampshire Patriot, Dec., 1863.
2. New York Tribune
,
Feb. 2, 1863.
3.
Garrisons Liberator
, Jan. 16,1863
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Webster, Clay, Horace Mann, Edward Everett, Horace
Greeley, Henry J. Raymond, Judge McLean.
It is natural that the political
Opposition was against any measure proposed by the
Administration. The New York Herald declared him
to be ridiculous. That ft(o sane man could make
such a proclamation! "Long ago, " it said, "if
our people were not gifted with angelic patience,
the crazy rulers of this unhappy nation would have
been shut up in asylums for the insane." As long
as he was emancipating people, it suggested that he
keep right on going and free every slave in the
world. Why not issue a proclamation stating that
every one in Africa and every one in China no
1
longer need obey his master*! The New York
World and Boston Post, especially the latter,
were able to point out the illegality of such a
proclamation. This was an easy thing to do,
but, as in other measures, the merely technical
side of the law rarely concerned Lincoln. The
Boston Post said that it was settled in the Treaty
of Ghent that no nation can declare the slaves of
2
another free. It went further to say that in a
1. New York Herald
,
Jan. 2, 1865.
2. The fact that the South was not a foreign country
might possibly alter this interpretation of the
Treaty.
I
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democratic country a very great change in the nation
must come by legislative acts decided upon by regular
representatives of the people*
Despite all these adverse comments
by the editors of the leading newspapers, the great
mass of religiously minded people in America were
given by this proclamation a very definite,
tangible ideal, for which they could fight* It
was just as difficult for the Unionist soldier to
be aroused for Unionism as it was for the Yankee Div-
ision to fight only for Democracy* A theory of
government expressed by Jefferson Davis probably
would not get the average virile Southerner very
excited, but after reading Uncle Tom* s Cabin, he
was sent into a veritable crusade of righteousness*
And now Lincoln had told them that they must make
1* This whole issue gave the democratic press
another opportunity to speak of the influence
which Lincoln’s associates had over him* They
said that he had again come under the spell of
"the imbeciles and crazy-headed fanatics whose
counsels have already proved so disastrous • "
Boston Post
,
Jan. 5, 1863# The Oswego Gazette;
Cinsinnati Commercial ; Louisville Journal ;
New York World ; Washington Intelligenser ;
New York Journal of C ommerc
e
,
were all of the
same opinion* The New Yorl* Herald on Jan. 2,
1863, said, "We consider this pronunc lament
o
unnecessary, unwise and ill-timed, bmpractica^
outside the Constitution, and full of mischief."
That includes just about everything.
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official their hatred of slavery, that the issue
now for them was more than mere Unionism, great as
that was. So the papers were forced "by public
opinion to leave off criticism of the Proclamation.
It had received from the people a Pragmatic
Sanction.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE REELECTION AND VAKALLA

IThere was no doubt in anyone 1 s
mind as to who would be nominated by the Republican
party in 1864* Lincoln was-^he- recognized pleader
of the party by practically all classes of people*
Of course the politicians saw in him a safe man*
They realized that any change in the leadership
of the party would reflect upon the administration
of the preceding four years* '^he times were not
at all ordinary, and had they been so, perhaps
Lincoln would not have had as good a chance for re-
nomination* There had been a tradition grown up
since Andrew Jackson that no man shall be reelected;
with only one exception, that of Van Buren, no man
had been renominated, yet the times were such that
no change was possible. Then, too, the politicians
knew that the plain people had come to regard
Lincoln as the great leader of the country* They
had faith in him beyond that of any other possible
candidate* The rich people realized that he was a
safe man and one that would probably be able to see
the war through to a successful conclusion. By
constantly going behind the lines and talking with
the soldiers, he had become a real friend to them*
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Many people interested in religion had thought of
Lincoln as the new Messiah, particularly since his
very unconstitutional proclamation of the previous
January*
But perhaps the most convincing
argument was voiced by Lincoln himself when he heard
the news that he had been renominated* He said the
Convention has "concluded it is not best to swap
1
horses while crossing the river*" And so, v/hen
the Convention met, the politicians agreed, with
one exception, to make the nomination unanimous*
Only Missouri, with its few votes, held out on its
first ballot in favor of Grant. As in other Con-
ventions, the delegates realized that a unanimous
vote would reflect well upon the party. If they
could all come out and say that Lincoln was their
one and only choice for the Presidency, then their
confidence in him as expressed by the ballot would
be infused into the rest of the country*
There was no question as to what
stand Lincoln took in regard to becoming President
again. He was not at all coy about it as some
candidates have been. He did not v/ait to be
1* Works
,
Vol* II, page 532.
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draft ed for the position; he was frankly a candidate.
And he was just as frankly the choice of the Repub-
licans.
As soon as the country heard of
the decision, there was great diversity of opinion
as to what the result of the November election
would be. Of course in Illinois and Indiana, and
somewhat in Ohio and Iowa, there was a general
feeling of delight that one of their sons had again
been chosen. To bless Abraham Lincoln reflected as
much upon them as it did upon the President, for he
was one of them in all respects, except that (and
this they did not know, fortunately, ) his intellectual
powers were far above them. "But the first feeling
among the Republicans in other States was one of
1
disappointment •" "No" sound estimate of
2
Lincoln
1
s ability existed outside of Illinois.
It was not long, however, before the country
realized that Lincoln was its- oest leader, and so
all the good Republicans, and many of the Unionists,
3
swung over strongly in favor of Lincoln.
1. Rhodes, p.472, gives this proof: - Washington
Constitution
,
Albany Atlas, Utica Observer
,
New
York Evening Express
,
Albany Argus
,
and Boston
Courrier .
2. Ibid, p. 472.
3. Albany Journal
,
May 21, 1864, Philadelphia Press ,
May 23, 1864, New York Tribune, June 2, 1864.
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II
There were, of course, many
factors which might hinder Lincoln’s election even
though the nomination was apparently a verdict of
the unanimity among the Republicans. In the summer
of 1862 the army had been almost completely un-
successful, and then at Fredericksburg in the follow-
ing December they had received a vicious defeat.
Again at Chancellorsville, in the next May, another
defeat was suffered. Probably the chief strength
of the opposition lay in the hope of Confederate
victories.
Then there were the radicals
who cuuld see that Lincoln’s process of reconstruc-
tion would be far too moderate, for their way of
thinking. He had already aided in the installation
of military governors in the border states, and had
hinted that a general amnesty would be very agree-
able to him. The war was fratricidal, he said.
In the Republican party the opposition to this
philosophy tended to rally around Secretary Chase.
Even Lincoln realized that one of the greatest
of
ambitions Chase’slife was to become President, yet
1
he kept hise in his cabinet. And he had a strong
1. Rhodes, p. 457/

following. The businessmen knew that his knowledge
of economics was perhaps the greatest in the country.
Then there were those individuals who had received
favors from him for which they were very grateful.
Often he had taken sides with the men who had re-
ceived the censAfc^of his chief and done it in such
a way that President Lincoln was put in a bad light.
General Fremont had attempted to free slaves in the
country in which he proposed to conqubr. Lincoln
condemned him, and Chase at once took Fremont^
side. Vs/hen General Hun ter *s announcement was made.
Chase took up his cause. When General Butler was
recalled from New Orleans, Chase protested vigorously.
All this strengthened him with very important key
1
men. The Pomeroy Note explaining the great things
which Chase had done for his country, and telling
about the damnable things that Lincoln had done,
was so widely circulated that the country almost
believed it, until it finally reached Lincoln 1 s
hands, where he quickly disproved it.
4 Of course Chase never had a chance
to become nominated. Many of his backers became
involved "in the slimy intrigues" at Cleveland where
B. G. Browne and G. B. Cheever called a Convention
1. Diary of John Hay in Nicholay & Hay, Vol. VIII,
page 316.
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in which General Fremont was decided upon for the
Presidency, and John Cochraine for the Vice-Pres-
idency, Tacit agreement was given to this con-
vention by some very loyal Republicans, Most of
their papers agreed that Lincoln had usurped many
powers which did not belong to him, and that, per-
haps, such factions as were rallying around Fremont
were a healthy symptom, but they called upon all
good Republicans to forget it "in the one single
purpose of promoting the honor and dignity of the
1
country.” Many of the country’s most prominent
leaders went to this Convention; others came out
strongly in favor of the sentiment which prompted
itl" Mr. L. Robinson, W. Phillips, Frederick
Douglas, Davis and Wade, Daniel S. Dickinson,
Gov. Andrew, even those two ’’unreliable and exas-
2
perating critics,” Greeley and Bryant, Stevena
and Julian Chase and all his factions and certain
1. New York Commercial Advertiser as quoted in
Washington Intelligenser
,
June 8, 1864.
2. An interesting estimate of Lincoln’s ability
is shown*by Greeley's remark (as recorded in
Rhodes,^p. 461, ) that Chase, Fremont, Butler
or Grant, would make as good a President as
Lincoln.
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Unionist Democrats. If a third party could not he
successful, most of the men, particularly Greeley,
Bryant, Davis and David Dudley Field, wanted to
stall off the Lincoln nomination into September, at
which time they hoped a more sane judgment upon
his administration could be made. Most of them
realized that if Lincoln should fail of reelection.
Southern people would be given just enough encourage-
ment to keep up the war and force a compromise.
Of course the Democrats were
opposed to Lincoln. War or no war, they were out
for his scalp. It was not to be expected, nor was
it a fact, that any political party could rise above
ordinary issues "for the good of the country." Such
talk is for the party in power. And they made great
use of it. Undignified names were hurled by both
sides, not the least of which was the ingenious
Republican device of branding their opponents
with cries of ""Copperhead l " As this included
quite a few people, anyone carrying around the
scarlet "C " had a good bit of company; so that
instead of being a mark of degradation it became
a thing of glory. Like the Commoner the Lords,
1. New York Independent as quoted in the Washington
Intelligenser
,
June 10, 1864. Also several
issues of the New York Tribune
,
New York
Independent
,
New York Evening Post, May and June,
Boston Traveler during May and June.
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the Roundheads, or for that matter, the Abolition-
ists, the sting of the nickname became a boomerang.
It came to be a flag around which they could rally,
a name to shout from the housetops.
Ill
The great guns of the Democratic
machine began to blast the Lincoln lines with a
barage of pamphlets headed with such pointed titles
as "Lincoln* s Crimes, from Treason to Thimble-
rigging," "Lincoln* s Obscenity," "The Two Political
Criminals, Jefferson Davis and Abraham Lincoln," and
again "Corruption and Fraud of Lincoln* s Administra-
1
tion." The myth about Lincoln* s honesty they
disbursed with this line, "The cant about Honest Old
Abe was at first amusing, it then became ridiculous,
but now it is absolutely criminal." What "sweet-
hc* O 2
ness and light
^
the authors of such efforts as these:
"Lincoln, the Meanest Man in the Worlds " "The Kidnapper,"
"The petter of Negro Soldiers, " "The Burner of Ships,
"
3
"The Burglar." It often referred to the Official
Proclamation as "Ukases", implying, obviously, that
1. Democratic Campaign Pamphlets, Nos. 13, 14, 16,
and 16.
2. Ibid., No. 16.
3. Ibid, Nos. 21 and 22.
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1
the nation was being ruled by a Czar.
All of the losses by the army
were, of course, attributed to the administration*
Every chance the New York Express got it warped
the reports from the front* A characteristic
instance of this was the manner with which the
night editor disposed of Northern victory. On
October 30, 1864, a definite telegraphic despatch
came through stating that Grant had taken 800
men. The New York Express estimated that about
300 were taken* The Boston Post , falling into
line with its political cohorts entered the fray
in the usual vigorous manner* Anticipating the
election of the Republican candidate it rallied
the North in delightful anticipation of the on-
coming event by saying, that with it would go
"more bloodshed, more debt, " and it would"renew
2
anarchy and despotism." To reelect Lincoln
1. One index to an understanding of the worldli-
ness of the American people at this time is
found in the remark that Lincoln was "a far
more unlimited despot than the world knows
this side of China." (Quoted in Collier‘3 ,
vol* 85, p* 8, Feb* 8, 1930, as being the
opinion of many of his contemporaries
•)
wBHldxhxxexfeEKnxirsnigs&iyxaimjssdxifcsxEga&xfeitxtxli
These were just a few ways of referring to the
Great Emancipator* Rather homely writing; and
to the point*
2. Sept. 15, 1864
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would be an admission that the country was going
toward European Despotism, said the Democrats.
He had taken upon himself certain powers which
are specifically denied to him by the Constitution.
The whole administration was "a wanton violation of
1
the local rights of the States and the individual*”
The whole issue then is one between Con-
stitutional government and monarchy,^ Republican-
ism and Democracy. Even though General Fremont
dropped out of the race in September, the opinions
which he expressed influenced many people to vote
the Democratic ticket because "it would be fatal
to endorse a policy and renew a power which has
2
caused the lives of thousands of men."
As Commander-in-Chief of the
army, Lincoln did -net have the power to do anything
which would further the cause
of the government. The Emancipation Proclamation
we have shown to be unconstitutional. In the
case of V&llandigjiam the Democrats found their
strongest rallying point. Gov. Seymour’s letter
1. Boston Post, June 7, 1864.
? / Q,
2. Beaten-Peet june 8, 1864.
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at a groat New York meeting was read, in which he
charged that Lincoln had been a despot in sending
Vallandigham behind the Southern lines. He de-
clared this to be totally unworthy of a President
but perhaps nothing more could be expected of
Lincoln. The President answered, and his words
were never forgotten. The Ohio delegation which
visited him to say that they wanted to make
Vallandigham their Governor, was .lust as success-
fully repulsed. If they would agree to three
things, he said, he would agree to allow Vallandig
ham back. They must declare that there was a
rebellion in the country, that an army is neces-
sary for the suppression of a rebellion, and that
every one, including those from Ohio, will do all
reasonable things within their power to support
the army. To the New Yorkers he presented the
question: "Would it be better to shoot the boy
the
deserter or the agitator of/desertion?" These
two great answers embarrassed the Democrats, for
they made them declare that they were not really
interested in a Northern victory if at the same
time they wanted Vallandigham back. August
Belmont, Chairman of the Democratic Convention,
in his opening speech declared that if Lincoln
is again elected, "the Liberal program of self
government will be jeopardized for generations
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to come;” and, furthermore, in this land of liberty
a President has no right to declare martial law in
any section of the country. Such things break
down the fundamental tenets upon which this great
Ml
country of ours was founded.
During the course of the
campaign, the opposition to Lincoln became more
and more rabid and personal. The disgruntled
of all classes rallied around their general, who
was out of favor in Washington. In fact, anyone
whom Lincoln disliked would be liked almost auto-
matically by these people. "The ablest and most
2
influential democratic journal in the country"
declared that "the age of great statesmen has gone."
(that is, excepting McClellan, of course.) "The
age of rail splitters, buffoons, boors and fanatics
have succeeded In a crisis of most appalling
magnitude, requiring statesmen of the highest order,
the country is asked to consider the claims of two
3
ignorant, boorish, third-rate backwoods lawyers for
the highest positions in the government. Such
nominations are an insult to the senses of the
people. God save the Republic l Mr. Lincoln
1. And so fprth; see Blaine, p. 526.
2. Rhodes, ^p. 471, referring to the New York World .
3. I.e., Lincoln and Johnson.
4. And incidentally the New York World
,
(June 9,1864.)
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was charged even with having a very definite "in-
terest in the profits of public contracts*" His
honesty was scoffed at. It was believed "that he
has succumbed to the opportunities and temptations
of his present place Honest old Abe has few
1
men to defend his honesty l"
Perhaps the greatest weakness
of the Democratic party was the Democratic leader
himself. Although McClellan was a haughty, selfish
man^ and as a result he had lost many intimate
friends, he might have been elected had he been will-
ing to play politics according to the American rules.
Mr. Hughes was beaten in one election by the simple
auestion, "Yes, indeed, but what would you have done?"
This, McClellan answered without even being asked, A *°
unfortunately for the Democrats, his answer was, when
the words were boiled down, ( and the people of those
days seemed to have time for boiling) that he would
have done just about what Lincoln had done. The only
possible exception was that he would put slightly
less emphasis upon centralized authority and
abolition.
1. Ibid, Sept. 22, 23, Oct. 1, 1864. We wonder if
Mr. Rhodes read that; "The ablesjj£
EJgy£iji£jrC in
the country, " he said.
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Even as the Deomcrats were
howling at their Convention about the needless
failures of the Lincoln administration, the news
1
of the "capture of Port Morgan burst upon them,
"
and then, the very day after they had adjourned,
Sherman took Atlanta and Parragut stormed and
succeeded in the greatest victory in our naval
warfare, so that, as Seward said, "Sherman and
Farragut have knocked the planks out of the Chicago
2
platform." But, more than this, Grant was hold-
ing Lee at Petersberg, and the future there looked
rather bright. Then there was Sheriden dashing
up and down the Shenandoah Valley, so that future
antiquarians could put up monuments at Winchester
and Fisher’s Hall and Cedar Creek. There were the
most vivid elements of drama in those young marches.
The young blood of the North thrilled to its last
corpuscle, as the poems were read and news was heard
of these "victories." It wasn’t that they were
great military conquests, but that they had been
done in a galloping,appealing way.
1. Blaine, page 531
2. Ibid, page 531.
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As soon as the dust of the nomi-
nation Convention had settled down, the people dis-
covered that the Democrats officially stood for
peace firi^s, and the Union afterwards^ but, by his
own declaration, their candidate was for Union first,
and peace afterwards. The platform declared war
to be a failure; McClellan said he could not look
the old comrades in the face and say that. Thus
this great general repudiated the most telling
talking point which they had.
IV
It took a great deal more than
mere Democratic blunders to defeat McClellan. There
had gradually risen up: a feeling among idle plain
people, especially among those that had been able
to shake Lincoln’s hand, or were fortunate to
know somebody who had, that he was their man, he
1
was fighting their battle. His informal ways
appealed to the great American public, especially
to those that met him. When he first met John
Sherman his words were: nYou are John Sherman; well,
2
I am taller than you arei Let’s measurei” Fortunately,
1. John Hay, Life at the White House .
2. Sherman, page 231.
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Sherman was one who liked this informality, and he
went away feeling that he knew him intimately, and,
of course, told many of his friends what a regular
fellow Lincoln was. On another occasion, after
shaking hands with hundreds of people in the re-
ceiving line, one man said to him, "Up our way we
bless God and Abraham Lincoln, " — to which Lincoln
replied, "My friend, you are more than half right."
Then the President invited the man to stay for
supper. Lincoln could remember literally thousands
of faces, and call hundreds by name. All over the
country there were told stories of the things he had
done. The famous incident of the sleeping sentinel,
now better known than it was then, the many pardons
1
which he issued, the kindly letter to Mrs. Bixby,
the trips to the hospitals to cheer up the bereaved,
the inspections of the camps, amidst the greatest of
danger, - all these things bound him to the hearts
of his countrymen. "It seemed as though no man
could be familiar with his homely, heart-lighting
features, his single hearted directness and manly.
1. It does not matter at all whether or not Mrs.
Bixby 1 s sons were actually killed. The import-
and fact is that Lincoln thought they had been
and wrote a personal letter directly to her
expressing his most sincere sympathy.
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kindly influence and remain long an enemy or be
1
anything but a friend. " Many man who had gone to
meet him for the first time, though they had read
about his being a boor and a ruffian, had gone
away feeling truly inspired for the cause in which
Lincoln was fighting. McCormick, Donn Platt,
Jeremiah Bonham and George W. Julian, all have
testified that their first impression was of
the very highest kind, although they had expected
2
nothing but a slave hound. And especially did
this "human " side of the President appeal to the
common people.
Whenever it cannot be decided
Just what the reason was for the success of a par-
ticular candidate, it is explained that he had uthe
support of the common people." Just who comprise
this mystical element in our population is rather
3
hard to determine. As a rule they would be found
in the lower salaried class, but more precisely
among the "regular fellows" of all classes. There
would be the ship builders, the workers-out-of-doors.
L. Noah Brooks in Harper « s New M onthly Maga z ine ,
vol. 31, page 222.
2. Browne, pp. 358,259
3. Some object to the term "common people" as
being too all-inclusive.
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the virile laborers, the "he-men” in the offices
even. Membership in this section of the people
is as hard to determine as in what was known as
"The Slave Party." One reason for this comparison
is that one of the strongest bonds of union is the
psychological. They do not have a platform or a
definite creed, nor would they themselves admit
that their voting had the same motivation as that
of the other members. But it is there all the
same. This vote, we have reason to assume, went
largely to Loncoln, and was for him, as always,
the very bulwark of his power. It was the factor
which gave him confidence when practically all the
1
politicians were against him. The "common people"
backed up his Emancipation Proclamation. That is
the reason why the high-brow editors ceased
2
criticism of him very soon after its publication.
These men were not interested in the technical side
of the law any more than Lincoln was. They could
1. To the ordinary statesman this opposition would
have meanljf the whole country, as these men in
Washington were supposed to be the representa-
tives of the people.
2. It will be remembered that there was hardly a
newspaper in the country that came out in
complete support of the Proclamation, when it
was issued, each one being able to find some-
thing wrong with it, -- if not the whole thing.
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see beyond the Constitution into the realm of
ultimate justice* Nor were they interested in the
influence which it might have upon foreign nations,
any more than Lincoln was primarily interested in
it. Like the President, they supported it because
they thought it to be the best solution to a terribly
knotty problem.
As in the first election, Lincoln*
s
mere physical appearance was a tremendous drawing card
He looked the part of a real man. He was tall and
strong, and they know by the lines on his face that
he had gotten out into the world and taken some
really rough knocks. Of course the campaign
managers did not miss any tricks in the propagand-
ization of these attributes, but these men knew that
it was not all "ballyhoo.” They knew that the
1
stories had a good deal of foundation in truth.
But more than this mere physical attraction. By
the year 1864 the country had time to read some of
the actual statements by the President enlarging
upon ideas and feelings which had been there before
the 1860 election. They knew then that his opposi-
tion to the extension of slavery was partly based
1. As I have said, most of the appeal of the first
election was just as powerful now (1864) but
Lincoln was better known now, and hence as he
was many of the things his manager said he was,
his strength was even greater. People, they
say, enjoy having their opinions confirmed.
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upon his desire to allow the free and poor white
man a chance to till that land which the South-
erners proposed be tilled by negroes* This was
not, then, mere opposition to slavery, it was an
expression of a fundamental desire. It was
another admission that the laborer was after all
the backbone of the nation, superior even to
capital* This feeling, he had stated to
Congress, so that everyone knew how he stood!
"Labor is prior to, and independent of, capital,
"
he said. "Capital is only the fruit of labor, and
could never have existed if labor had not first
1
existed. " He went further to say that in the
conduct of government labor should receive "much
the higher consideration. "Hamilton sought through
the moneyed interests the path to^Utopia; Jeffer-
son placed his faith on the small agriculturalist.
Now Lincoln proclaims the perfect Democracy. It
was to be ruled by everyone; he did not exclude
anyone; but he did state a preference . He himself
1. This was read in a message to Congress, Dec. 3,
1861. I realize that in this "proof" and in some
others that I am about to give the vast majority
of the "common people" never even so much as read
a line of the speeches or letters; but the point
is not so much v/hether they knew the actual words
Lincoln spoke, as that they sensed the attitude
of the President. This is obviously a conjecture,
subject only to the proof of common sense, and a
few other "observers 1 " opinions, such as Stephenson,
Rhodes, and Horace Greeley.
Many writers speak of the "common
people" with a rather paternal air in the explanation
of election results, for we do not know precisely
whv thev voted the way they did, and so I suppose
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had risen from this class, and knew that it had a
lot of good in it* The people were proud of him
and he of himself* When a party of worshipful
laborers stood before him at the Capitol, he
exhibited himself as ”a living witness that any
of your children may come here as my father’s
1
child has
•
n
The Workingmen of Manchester
sensed this republicanism in the American President,
and the warmth of their letter of support was ap-
parently spontaneous. While the great mass of
them were suffering from the effects of the Civil
War embargo, they wrote to him a letter contain-
ing the finest of human sentiments, expressing
sympathy for the Stand which he had been forced
to take, and practically saying that they had no
feeding for the attitude of the upper class of
2
England* His reply was characteristic, - on
this point he never wavered. He knew and ’’deeply
deplored the sufferings of the workingmen of
Manchester, and all Europe*” But he could only
we are apt to think that they did not either;
consequently we treat them like children, saying
that they always ’’sense things” in such and such
a way, not really understanding what they are
doing, but somehow or other, being under the
watchful care of God, coming out right in the end
1. Works, Vol. X, p. 202.
. That is, they would not look kindly upon a war
with America because of the ideals and personal
attractions of the American president.
2
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pray that times would so change that some
relief could be brought, especially to that
section of humanity most worthy of relief.
This vein in his thinking
would meet today with a charge of ’’Communism",
and in those days to "radicalism," -they having
no vital political philosophy then which
enables members of all oppositions today to
forever brand hins adversary. But the label
was not attached to Lincoln because he was so
obviously convinced of the sacredness of prop-
erty. Again and again he said that the way
for a man to get a house is to save up money
to buy one\ that under no conceivable circum-
stances should a man take away the property of
another. As a matter of fact, he said, that ^
beautiful house was a positive good to the poor
man, as it served as an inspiration to all to
live a frugal, thrifty life. For this side of
his sociological thinking alone, he was supported
by the more wealthy members of our mythical "common
people." The property owners into were "regular
fellows" could slide over "labor-is-superior-to-
capital, " if they could be sure that the speaker
did not mean that labor was actually going to get
real political attention from Washington. They
knew that it was far more easy to declare a
preference for the lower class than it was „tb
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aotually to do anything for it.
V
In the thick of the battle, when
arms, legs and bodie&becamie an indestinguishable
swirling mass, and words were being mixed into the
mess without any regard for the propriety of the
occassions, one of the most telling efforts to
ruin Lincoln was the attack on his humor. The
discovery that this spot was one of the softest
and most vital in the Republican party was not made
by any conscious effort of an ingenious campiagn
manager,—not that these kind of men were the
slightest bit averse to playing the game according
to the rules laid down by our public; but they did
not need to in this case. The whole American
people had been subjected to a comstockery dwarfing
for decades; and then that bombastic Hound of the
Lord, Jonathan Edwards, gallavanted about the country
on an anti-vice crusade as if he were not quite
satisfied with the job John Calvin had done to us,
drawing thin the lips and elongating the faces.
The morality of the Protestant was determined by
the crustiness of his face. Religion became social,
and society painted its houses with the gloomiest
puritanism. All this the great Democrats knew full we&l,
and to the very " ’nth” degree they kept stirring
(
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up this latent, generally passive prejudice.
Humor may be mere cynicism, or wit; or it may
be an honest-to-God horse laughing jollity; or
simply an urge to smile, but not to the Democrats
of 1864. They jmade an illustrated story seem like
a ribald joke, and passing good humor was portrayed
1
as the rankest frivolity. By the grossest stretch
of partisan imagination, Lincoln could not be re-
garded as light-hearted. If he did at times
relieve his pent-up emotions by telling a story
which his friends at least regarded as humorous,
it was with this in mind, yet one widely circulated
cartoon puts in his mouth the words, ’’This all
reminds me of a good joke, ” when he was sitting
at a cabinet meeting, while guns were thundering
and the air lousy with shell smoke outside, — a
picture of hopeless chaos. And there the President
sat, having the time of his life, fairly gloating,
trying to think up a funny story to tell his dis-
tracted ministers
l
London Punch and its American
counterpart. Vanity Fair
,
Frank Leslie^ Illus -
1. Even that eminent historian, Mr. Masters,
admits that Lincoln had (what the more vulgar
regarded as ) a sense of humor, and if he does
then the severest critic of the Civil War (days
would have to admit it, too; that is, when the
dust blew away.
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trated Newspaper , and Harper * s Weekly vied with
each other in convincing people that the ’’buffoon
from Illinois” was beneath respect of any en-
lightened mind. After the terrible Northern
butchering at Fredericktaurg, Columbia is rep-
1
resented in Harper * s Weekly by a cartoon reply-
ing scornfully to the President’s attempt at a
funny story to explain away the loss; ”Go tell
your joke at Springfield." As a matter of fact,
history records a story with humor in it concern-
ing Lincoln’s reception of the news. It might be
of value to retell it in full, as it illustrates
perfectly the type of story he was in the habit
of telling.
Governor Curtin of Pennsylvania
had gone to the front, to inspect the losses
suffered by his state, and was called back to
Washington to describe to Lincoln the scene of
the disaster. "It was not a battle, ” he said,
"it was a slaughter. Many of the wounded have
received no attention, and thousands of dead are
still unburied. From the bottom of my heart, Mr.
President, I wish we could find some way of ending
1. Jan. 3, 1863
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this war.
Lincoln had been listening to
this while in bed, as the hour was late; but the
news of the event was of far greater importance
to him than sleep. He was manifestly moved by
Gov. Curtin's report. The deep lines went far
deeper as he thought of the horrible sufferings.
Then he said, "Curtin, it’s a big job we've got
in hand. It reminds me of what happened to the
son of a friend of mine out in Illinois. There
was an apple tree in the old man's orchard, of
which he was especially choice, and one day in the
fall, his two boys, John and Jim, went out to gather
the apples from this tree. John climbed the tree
to shake the fruit off, while Jim remained below
and gathered it as it fell. There was a boar
grubbing in the orchard, and seeing what was
going on, it waddled up to the tree and began
to eat the falling apples faster than Jim could
gather them from the ground. This roiled Jim,
and catching the boar by the tail, he pulled vig-
orously, whereat the latter, with an angry squeal,
began to snafr at his legs. Afraid to let go, Jim
held on for dear life, until finally, growing
weary, he called up to his brother to help him.
John, from the top of the tree, asked what he
wanted. 'I want you,’ said Jim, between the
rushes of the boar, 'to come down here and help
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"»me to let go of this darned hog's tail. 1 And
Curtin", added the President, "that's just what I
want of you and the rest; I want you to pitch in
and help me let go of the hog's tail I have got
hold of."
Lincoln had been growing more
and more merry as the story unraveled, and as his
laugh subsided, the Governor said, "Pardon me, Fir.
President, but is not this story-telling habit of
yours a sort of safety-valve for you?"
"You have hit it, Curtin, " came
the reply. "If I could not tell these stories, I
1
think I should die."
I say this is typical of the
stories which Lincoln told, but the propagandists
had no interest in the truth. A partial basis of
fact is about all that is needed to build a great
super structure of falsehood. If the skeptia
belittles the historical authenticity of that
conversation, he must admit that even if it did
not actually take place, or even if the story
was not told just as Gov. Curtin told it (to Wilson)
a similar situation would have evoked practically
1 Wilson, p. 8
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the same response by Lincoln. Our most care-
ful biographers retell many stories which are
of quite the same ilk. There can be no doubt
of the nature of the majority of his stories.
Yet, like all men, he told some that are known
as off-color, risque", bold, or ’’dirty," — de»
pending upon the type of audience to which they
were delivered. Although a rather competent
observer, Thurlow Weed, reports that he has
’’never heard him use a profane of indecent
word or tell a story that might not be repeated
1 kJUin the presence of ladies,” it may be that we
did not inspire an ’’open” joke. Not that Lin-
coln’s mind turned to low and vulgar humor, - it
2
must be said dogmatically that it positively
did not; but being a rugged Westerner he probably
knew that sheep were enjoyed, not for their wool
alone, and said so. This kind of jest revolted
the noble Webster ——worshipping Governor of the
Bay State. Some bit of illustrative narration
turned his stomach apparently, so much so that
1. This test is often reversed today to "in the
presence of gentlemen.”
2. Without absolute proof; Herndon .Hay, Raymond,
Lowell, testified to this. /
.'
»
.
1 '
.
' o
his nose was forever after grooved with wrinkles
at the mere mention of Lincoln* s name, excepting,
of course, when it was politically expedient to
recommend to his constituency the Republican
1
party.
is evidence that Lincoln's humor was primarily
for relief, and certainly not a conscious effort
to be a ’’good fellow." Had he been discreet, he
would have exchanged only the most serious kind
of conversation with this serious minded man, but
he was not; he thought of a story, and told it,
irrespective bf his audience as a thoroughly
natural thing. It was the same with his "measuring
up" to people. A burly farmer would sheepishly
thrill at the thought of the President being so
intimately informal with him, but a man like
Stanton was shocked that his Chief had no more
dignity. "Good Old Abe" did not consider the
social proprieties of that form of contest; he
could not understand why the White House should
1. These Federalists regarded the Democratic
party as slightly more smelly than the Rep-
ublican.
Nobody has so far recorded what that story was
which Andrew^ objected to, though most biog-
raphers attribute the hostility of Andrews to
it. It may have been that no humor at all came
Into the Andrew-Line oln conversation, for the
Society leader could just as easily have been
turned by the cut of the President's pants.
And, in fairness to Andrews, it must be said
that Lincoln's clothes were not all from Fifth
Avenue
.
This episode with Gov.
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not witness such a scene, the same as his old law
office in Springfield* But it could not and would
not in many cases* He could tell hardly a humorous
story to Seward, that his Secretary of State would
not laugh at heartily, but the others in the cab-
inet would think the teller vulgar or merely "not
funny," though it might be one of his very best.
Cameron, Bates, Blair, and Stanton "hated a joke
1
as a ferret hates a rat*"
He drove them away from him,
but, even more, he gave amunition for his avowed
enemies. One campaign song of the Democrats told
about "An old joker from Springfield, " who revolted
all "decent people" with his "smutty jokes," and
goes on to tell about how there was at least one
man who would give a spontaneous laugh to anything
Lincoln said; — a greasy, dumb negro. Off these
two pals went down the street, arms entwined, sing-
ing and laughing like the best of friends in the
2
world* it may be imagined, how much effect such
songs had upon the border states.
One last illustration might be
1* Scovel, in Llppincottts Magazine .( see Bib.)
2. Democratic Campaign Documents No. 19.
.i
.
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cited, to show how the Democrats portrayed to the
world the type of gentleman America had chosen for
the White House. This "poem" is quite typical of
some that were inspired by the coming election of
1864. One particularly vivid one is worthy of
mention, though we suppose the rhythm of the song
would be materially aided by the tune of it; —
"Abe may crack his jolly jokes,
O^-er bloody fields of stricken battle.
He, ere yet th f guns grow cold, 1
To pimps and pets may crack his stories."
VI
One is always safe in saying
that if the character under study were living
today, things would happen in such and such a way.
It is quite safe^ for the evidence can be so pre-
sented that refutation is difficult. The par-
ticular instance in mind at present is the at-
tidue which people would have today regarding
c>N
Lincoln 1 s stand -regarding liquor. Surely his
total abstinence would have a far greater appeal
since the passage of the 18th Amendment than it
su
1. Ibid, No. 3, I wonder if this poetry Shelly
would defend.
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did in the time of the hard drinking frontiers-
men. And particularly would the appeal he
strong with the women voters, though a mistake
can be made quite easily in assuming that simply
because the female section of the country is not
marking ballots its influence is not felt. Nor
should it be supposed that the term "women" was
or should be confined to the wearers of petti-
1
coats. When we say that a great many people
in America respected Lincoln for his
stand on prohibition, we mean the females, the
"sissies," and those imbued with the more senti-
mental
f
delicate, feelings that soften the rough
edges of men. Of course the real prohibition
movement as a political organization had not
actually gotten under way by the 1860 l s, but there
was a most decided beginning in the building up of
anti-liquor sentiment. How large a number of
people subscribed to the teachings of the leaders
of the movement is impossible to say, but the
same motivation was in back of the idea as that
1. It has no more historical validity than the
application of the word "rural" to those that
live in sections of the world containing towns
under the official population of 2000. And
still again the same distinction was made in
the use of the word "pioneer," when we^ attempt&O
-4-ng- to determine some of the causes for the
popular appeal of Lincoln among the husky
fellows of the country. All these words include
the psychological as well as the obviously
actual.
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which drove the abolitionists to deny the
fundamental rights of the Constitution even.
By the end of the second decade of the 19th
century the humanitarian movements had gotten
ender way, and we find Garrison, Greeley, Beecher,
and most of the Northern ministers at least, bat-
tling Evil of all kinds; - liquor, slavery,
tobacco, capital punishment, imprisonment for
debt, and too much license in general. The
latter was hardly original with the nineteenth
century reformers, but the basis for their
preaching was new. Prayer was now needed, not
alone because certain things were evil in the
sight of God; they still were that; but Mankind’s
good demanded reform. Man now was concerned
about himself because Society would be bettered by
his improvement, or, as the case was more often:
by the improvement of others who had strayed from
the path.
At least then, if Lincoln’s
abstinence was not a definite drawing card in
November, that is, if there was no party or
organization that endorsed him because of his
stand of the "drink question, " there was a
tremendous negative value. If he had been a
"drinking man" he would have come in for some
severe criticism, the same as McClellan did.
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1
and especially Pendleton, The real workers in
the temperance crusade were disappointed when they
failed to get Lincoln to state definitely that
drink was an evil; hut they could not, for though
he did think that it was harmful, he did not wish
to have his views interpreted to mean that he
would favor any sort of organized political
agitation to abolish liquor. The Republicans
convinced those interested that his opinions had
not changed for some twenty years when he de-
clared before the Washingtonian Society that he
hoped to see the day when there would be "neither
a slave or a drunkard on the face of the earth."
He had spoken of the "Temperance Revolution" that
was bound to come some day, but the language was
rhetorical far more than it was to suggest to his
audience sabotage if the rulers failed to wipe out
the horrible curse. But this was not his point
of view in 1864. In his more rational moments
he never intimated that he would interfere in what
he regarded to be the natural rights of a private
2
citizen.
1. In the next election this objection was often
raised to Grant, and with a good deal of effect,
I feel quite sure.
2. Mr. Charles White has produced conclusive proof
(noted in the Bibliography) that Lincoln would
be ranting up and down the country were he alive
today in behalf of the Anti-Saloon League. I do
not recall that he used those exact words, but
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But he came in for more than
ordinary criticism for his stand. As in the
case of his humor, his enemies were able to so
alter his original meaning that a wholly "false"
impression was given. Here again there was just
enough basis of truth to give "validity" to the
propaganda. When some zealous Hounds came to
him to request official censure of General Grant
for his drinking, the President remarked that he
wished he could find out what brand of liquor he
used, for he would like to feed it to his other
generals. One interpretation of this remark
could be that Lincoln did not care how drunk his
officers got; while still another could be that
victories were a bit more important at just that
moment than the moral health of Grant.
And again Lincoln brushed
aside an attempt to prohibit drinking in the
army by saying that as the Southern soldiers
the intimation is definitely there. He shows
that during the campaign of 1855 in Illinois,
Lincoln spoke on many occasions in behalf of
Temperance, but omits mention of the exact
places and times. A possible weakness in Mr.
Charles White’s thesis is that it was based,
in the main, upon the imaginative memory of a
certain Mr. Merwin, who cherished his association
with the old President. In fact, he nursed his
memories with such paternal tenderness that it
was not long before they could hardly recognize
their own father. It will be noted with some
interest that Mr. Merwin enjoyed the company of
Lincoln at the last supper he ate upon this earth.
Had Mr. Merwin lived a few years longer he would
have witnessed the birth of the Great Emancipator.
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drank they ought to be weakened too. Although,
he said, the Southerners had one advantage: their
portion of liquor was slightly smaller because
they did not receive as complete financial back-
ing. There was drinking in the army, and in some
sections altogether too much for the good of the
imbibers, but measures had been taken to cut down
on the supply, and whatever excesses were ex-
perienced were quite beyond the control of the
Northern officers, while the discipline was not
strenuous. In this matter, as in the execution
of soldiers for failure to meet the technical re-
quirements to which most armies were subjected,
Lincoln insisted upon leniency, because, he said,
the war was not a series of punitive raids or
anything like a foreign invasion. It was a
fratrical affair, and the c onduct of it should
be in keeping with that philosophy.
VII
Another phase in the character
of Lincoln brought an equally divergent response.
That was his religion. It must have seemed strange
even to his contemporaries that of the twenty-three
clergymen in Springfield at the time of his first
Presidential campaign, twenty of them were pledged
against him. The petition did not state just what
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alternative would be allowed, but it was definitely
understood that if they could help it, there would
never be an atheist like that man ,fLinkun” in the
White House. They knew that he did not attend
church, and they knew that he did not interfere
with another's morals; so how could he be re-
ligious? And worse: - how could he be anything
but a pagan? Surely nobody can claim to be a
Christian unless they show some outward evidence
of it. That apparently was the way they figured
it out. As in many of the other violent objec-
tions to him, there was a partial basis of truth.
In his younger days he had been openly disrespect-
ful to the church. It was during that po*iod of
his life when he was cynical and sarcastic.
Probably got that way by reading too much, they
said. It was during that period when he challenged
an adversary to a dull with broadswords, just as a
silly joke. But he got over it soon enough; that
is, all but one phase of his attitude: - he never
showed more than passive interest in the church
as an institution of worship. He almost never
attended church, and apparently never needed it
to interpret the spirit of the world. He never
insisted upon another' s attending, nor did he do
many of those things that are known as ’’missionary
work." Very few souls did he attempt to save, acnd
i
fixsjaxffiWBrxiiYBBxdidxhBxfeEyxiBxwinxsxErxtsxGod.
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On the other side, many sup-
ported him for precisely the opposite reasons.
Said his ffiends, it was not because he did not
have an interest in God’s work, but that he had
no desire to work for the good of mankind through
an official agent. If an associate was drinking
too much, he might show him the folly of it, but
he would never charge him with committing a Sin.
He paid almost no attention to the fringers, the
outward, obvious aspects of Christianity. They
realized, especially by 1864, that the God of the
President was one that could not be, and did not
need to be brought to him by the help of
ceremonials. To him the Supreme Being was personal,
intimate, but not anthropomorphic. Though he per-
sonalized his God, he did not conceive of him in the
usual way. Though he asked His help in practically
every state paper, and in a great many letters, he
did not regard Him in the cash-and-carry way that
the professional religionist of his day did. His
love for one of the poems by Lowell shows his
attitude quite well
:
"If you take a sword and druv it.
An* stick a feller creatur thru,
Govfment hain’t to answer fer it.
God’ll send the bill to you."^-
1. Noah Brook, Lowell ’ s Poems
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One of the appealing things in that verse to him
was the way that it was expressed* Obviously
he did not conceive of God handing a ruled sheet
of paper to a man, but the philosophy of the Judg-
ment Day is accepted, not as a real event, but as
a feeling that Higher Lav/s operate in the world
to regulate Sin and Virtue.
It was impossible for most of
his contemporaries to understand this, but even
if they did not, they felt that he was sincere
and loving and kindly, and thence the same thing
as a Christian, though his way of being one was a
bit "ususual."
And, furthermore, he mentioned
the word "God,” That, at least, was comforting.
His use of the Bible produced
an interesting reaction. For one thing, an il-
lustration from that Sacred Book was understood
much more readily than any other. He said him-
self that when he was trying to find some way of
expressing the idea that slavery and free insti-
tutions were repugnant, he finally hit upon an
idea from an event in the Bible. He said that a
"house-divided against-itself " suggested a real
picture to the great mass of the people, and that
as most people were readers of the Bible, he knew
that could "get across" his thought much more
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easily. It was not, then, simply because he felt
the Bible to be more inspired than any other book,
but its appeal was more universal. More than this,
the people liked it, and, politician that he was,
he knew that. It assured them that their Chief
Executive was a Christian at heart, for only
Christians could interpret the Bible the way he
did. If all this did not quite satisfy the
ceremonialists, they gave to him their passive
support. And the great mass of the people had
greater faith in him for it.
VIII
When the election finally took
place, the great majority of the country had climbed
on the Lincoln band wagon. Many of them dressed
in subdued tones, but that wagon is not much con-
cerned with the raiment of the mesmerized. In
this cldss was to be found the "enlightened”
abolitionists. Although they still howled for
complete emancipation through amendments to the
Constitution, and education for their bitown U I c K
brothers, and all that sort of thing, they had
to vote for Lincoln if they were going to go to the
polls at all. It did not matter much whether they
did, though to tell them that would have been the
worst sort of insult; for Lincoln would have won
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anyway* But they did not want to he left
behind, so making the best they could of it,
many of them actually praised the President.
CL
That old war horse and crusader, G^Lrritt Smith,
hailed him as a second Washington, and went on
in an ever weakening voice to say that "no man
is so much entitled to our love and gratitude
1
as Abraham Lincoln." That remark has great
significance. In the first place, he did not
mean it, - that almost everyone knew; for it
was inserted, not exactly as an afterthought,
but at the end of a harangue against McClellan,
2
and of course, Pendleton* Mr. Smith was f&i*
more interested in defeating the Democrats than
he was in electing the Republicans. Had he
supported Lincoln it would seem as though the
1* Garrison^ Liberator , Nov. 4, 1864.
2. The Democratic Vice-Presidential candidate
was apparently a great mistake. He came in
for more criticism than any other person in
the whole campaign. What they should have
done was to center their whole attack upon
Lincoln, and save enough breath to praise
McClellan. But they were so busy defending
the Candidate for the softest chair in the
Senate that they often did not get around to
the important issues.
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afterthought would have teen a shot at McClellan.
In the second place, every important abolitionist
had given up the anarchistic cry of "No Union with
Slaveholders l " by this time. They were pre-
pared to lend support to an administration that
1
was at least "going their way."
Another section of the band
wagon was allotted to those Republicans that
were rather "pink." That is, they could see
no particular good in beating the Southern
gentlemen to pulp, nor could they understand how
any President could be so weal< as the stretch the
war out to three years. It seemed to them that the
rebels were weaklings, parched up and softened by
their life. A good solid month of fighting ought
to finish them up. They felt that Lincoln, perhaps
was not entirely to blame. They went deeper into
the fundamentals of things than that. Theyfe in-
ferred that his jifaker should have been a bit
more careful. In their mildly paternal way they
said, with Greeley, at he (Lincoln) has made
grave mistakes in the prosecution of the great
1. Rhodes, ,p. 473, gives as "proof" of this
Life of Garrison, p. 502.
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struggle, all are aware; that he has meant to do
4
wrong and no one really believes ", Poor little
fellow, he did try l Now, don’t be too harsh
2
with him.
But the final series of events
that assured the election of Lincoln were the
Northern victories. It did not seem possible
even during the first of the summer that anyone
could beat him; then after Fremont got out of
the race there was absolutely no doubt about it.
But it was comforting for the Republican leaders
to have everything breaking for them the way it
did. Those superb victories at Gettysburg and
Vicksburg were enough to carry any man again
into the White House; but then along came
Sheridan to send thrills down the back^of the
Loyalists. Not with Socratic ease, but just
as surely, the Democrats lifted the cup, Mr.
T. B. ReQd tipped it, and down it went in
November. How could anyone still be a Democrat
1. New York Tribune , June 9, 1864.
2. Greeley was far from alone in this spirit of
philanthropy, though by about 1863 there was
less of it than at the first inauguration. The
new moving picture (1930) was showing the first
cabinet meeting which Lincoln attended. The
members are anticipating the entrance of the
president, murmuring things about his "inex-
perience", and "we must be easy on him." That
is accurate historical imagination, I believe.
Raymond, Bennett, Bowles, Weed, and (of all
things) the Boston Traveler staff often
referred to him as a kindly mother would after
her child had broken a tumbler. Ihey would seem
to thank God that he could not reach those cut
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and read Sheridan 1 s Ride ?
"With foam and with dust the black charger was gray.
By the flash of his eye and the red nostril play.
He seemed to the whole great army to say,
I have brought you Sheridan all the way.
From '’’Winchester town to save the day l"
What a campaign document that wasi If any man
ought to get credit for securing for Lincoln his
second term, it certainly was Grant; but a close
second was Sheridan.
There was little excitement
about the election; that is, about the result.
The people were extremely nervous, however,
almost as much so as in 1861. At the earlier
election they were afraid of what that wavering
Democrat Buchanan would do, and they felt that
anyone would be better than he was. But, in
this one, they wanted the whole mess and con-
fusion of the ballotting over with. They
knew Lincoln would be successful, but the
country was in the midst of the greatest test
of its short career, and stability in govern-
ment was one of the things that would pull it
through. From the first of the returns it
was certain that the Republicans would come out
on top, and when the final ballots were in, it
was found that McClellan was some 400,000 votes
1
behind. In the electoral vote it was even more
1. He got 1,808,725 votes to Lincoln’s 2,216,067
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convincing what the country wanted. The
Democrats were able to carry only New Jersey,
Delaware and Kentucky.
Even more t han now the
country turned to praise Lincoln. Those who
were "pink” before found it profitable to be-
come thorough-going Republicans. Some said
with Lowell that the people felt the President’s
policy was dead right, and that his reflection
"as the crowning glory of the contest •" It was
"grandest because it (was) a moral triumph," and
i
it bespoke "the conviction and permanence of the
American people." Now, he went on to say, what
the world ought to do was to let him alone and
he will win the war, and future generations would
i
not be able to find marble white enough for him.
Even the Democratic press stopped its bombardment
that is, all excepting the New York World
- The
Boston Post and its various tributaries sent out
word to its readers that as this was a Democratic
government, ruled by the ballot, they should all
1. Universalist Quarterly
,
Vol. 22, pages 77-92
Mr. Lowell was one of the few prominent men
who saw Lincoln as his supporters today see
him. It was a thoroughly genuine love and
respect. Prom his cittJjiel in the North
Ameri can Review
,
he scattered rose petals
wherever his President went. His personal
following was large, and the effect of his
writing probably widespread.
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turn to support the mar against whom they had
just been campaigning. For even greater than
political parties was the good of the Union.
It was not so much a respect for Lincoln, the
man, that made them give up their criticisem,
although many Democrats had come to feel a
steadily increasing confidence in his policies.
The only possible exception
to this Republican landslide was to be found in
the abolition camp. They never forgot what
they were on the earth for. Men may come and
McClellan may go, but God is always watching
America to see that no wrong comes to it. go
Garrison said that he had confidence in "the
sagacity, administrative ability and patriotic
1
integrity of Abraham Lincoln.'
1
But
,
"the price
2
of liberty is eternal vigilencei' And the individ-
ualistic Greeley would not be hurried either. Pat-
ernally, he said that the election proved that
"the nation shall live and slavery will die; so
3
much, and no more." It was not so much that
1. Garrison's Liberator, Nov. 10, 1864.
2. Ibid., Nov. 10, 1864.
3. New York Tribune, Nov. 10,1864.
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Lincoln was a great man; he was rather able,
people said, but the love of Union was implanted
in the hearts of Americans, and no amount of op-
position ravings could ever remove it.
IX
We said there was only one
exception to the general rejoicing after the
election; but there was another. It was not
of special interest, at this time, for the
number of people involved was so small. However,
from the point of view of general American history,
and especially the Heconstruction Period, there
is probably no group in the history of the country
1
that has left a deeper mark. That was the group
in Congress called the Radicals. At other times,
they are known as the"Vindictives", but that is
not exactly the right term for them because some
of their members were exponents of a very definite
political philosophy; and so it is unfair to label
them simply because they executed their ideas with
personal spite. They are also named, and ap-
propriately so, the "Little Men". They were the
1. The mark was so deep that it was ugly, and to
this day only the beginnings of its eradica-
tion has been effected.
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mouthpiece in Congress of those that swallowed
the Pomeroy Letter whole. They were those that
were left from a group of great men who had been
public spirited enough (or politically intelligent)
to relinquish the rights of party for the good of
the Union. But the Little Men, dregs of this
once powerful group, insisted that the political
game was of paramount importance. There was
"Zaoh" Chandler and "Ben" Wade, Wilkinson,,
Morton, - all of whom, after the assassination
of Lincoln, came under the influence of "Tad"
Stevens. Their first official work was to
present to the Presi^enJ the so-called Wade-Davis
Manifesto, the name of which was derived from the
two representatives who drew it up, but the inspira-
tion for which must have come from a more numerous
source. No two men of their ability could have
formulated such a document alone. It was presented
to Lincoln by Sumner, Boutwell, and Chandler in
person, in an attempt to force his hand. It
declared that the President should appoint a
Provisional Governor who should take charge of
admission of the States that had been in rebellion.
It also provided that as soon as the Southerners
shall have declared by a majority vote to be ready
to obey the Constitution and the laws of the United
States (as determined by the Radicals) they shall
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be notified by Congress to select delegates for
a convention to draw up a Constitution. This
document must then be submitted to the august
scrutiny of Congress (i.e., Wade-Davis -Chandler,
and so forth) where, if they are lucky, permission
may be granted for the use of it in that State.
One of the conditions of this admission was the
abolition of slavery, - just a minor inclusion.
Incidentally, none of the leaders of the Con-
federacy were to be allowed the privilege of
holding office ever agein. This last provision
was made not entirely in the spirit of revenge.
It would not be wise politics for the Republican
party to allow the Southerners, that is, the
Democrats, enough power to make an effective
barrier against their power. Prom this
Christian document was written the Reconstruction
Act of March second, 1867, one of the most
important pieces of legislation ever enacted by
Congress.
In this group was to be found
the most violent hatred of the President in the
country, the more biting because theoretically
at least these men were of the same party as he
was. The only possible distinction as far as
pure politics is concerned was that Lincoln was
sometimes known as a member of the Union party.
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whereas these Radicals were simply Republicans.
To dignify their stand by saying that they had
a political philosophy would be doing even more
than they did; but for the sake of the outer
fringes of the Radicals, a few words of descrip-
tion will be given. In general, they believe
that Lincoln had usurped powers which never
belonged to him, according to the Constitution.
Lincoln* s friends would be among the first to
admit this; for, as the times were not ordinary,
neither should be his administration. He
felt that anything which he did for the good of
the country was Right, that he was closest to
the will of the people, and that if the people
objected to the way that he was running the govern-
ment, they could register their objections in the
usual Democratic way. They could fail to re-
elect him if they wanted to? but once elected, he
thought his administration should be a vigorous
one and that his personal convictions gave a
sufficient sanction to his acts. Even that body
which one generally regards as being close to the
peoples* whims, the House of Representatives, ought
to stay in the background and authorize the decrees
of the President. The whole business of declaring
war, of drafting troops, of delegating command, of
prosecuting the waj^, of declaring the slaves free.
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and finally (and most "radical "of all) of recon-
structing the South after the war, - all this the
President should, and by Qonstitutional right,
could do. It was, then, a Hamiltonian Leviathan,
operated by a politician at heart a Jeffersonian.
All this was a "studied outrage,
wbeckless philosophy, and unconstitutional legis-
lation," The Little Men did not much care about
"saving the Union", but in so doing to "make it
worth saving," as Lincoln said. This was
another "studied outrage." A President is sub-
servient to the will of Congress, he is not a
law unto himself, and besides, those Southerners
are little better than a bunch of dirty, sneaking
crooks anyway. They don’t deserve a gentleman’s
consideration, and if you want to know what a
gentleman thinks, harken to this; "Every unre-
generate rebel calls himself a Democrat, every
bounty jumper, every deserter, every sneak who
ran away from the draft, calls himself a Democrat.
Every man who murdered Union prisoners, who in-
vented dangerous compounds to burn steamboats and
Northern cities, who contrived hellish schemes to
introduce into Northern cities yellow fever, calls
himself a Democrat. Every dishonest contractor,
every dishonest paymaster, every officer in the
army who was dismissed for cowardice, calls him-
self a Democrat. In short," and this is a
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summary, "the Democratic party may be described.
1
as a common sewer, a loathsome receptacle."
These Little Men kept one spark
alive until Johnson came into power; the South had
been in rebellion, had denounced and officially
parted from the Union. All this, while the
Unionist propaganda made it very clear that no
state had a right to 5cecede from the United
States. This was the attitude of practically all
of the Northern soldiers, and particularly Lincoln.
"Prom 1856 to 1865," said Mr. Barnes, "every
Republican statesman and newspaper declared that
States could not get out of the Union, and had
2
caused a war to establish that doctrine." He
goes on to say, "But when it was established
Chief Justice Chase, aating with Senators Wade
and Sumner, insisted that the States were out of
the Union, and they were engaged in a plan to keep
them out until the Presidential election of 1868."
1. This delightful picture was painted by "^ad"
Stevens, I believe, but I am not sure just
when. It was during a Congressional "debate"
about the time of Lincoln* s assassination.
It is not to be regarded as completely typical
of the point of view of the Radicals, but it
does show the temper of the arguments sponsored
by them. Most of them could not express them-
selves quite as vividly, though they were hardly
worshippers of the Truth.
2. Barnes, Vol. II, p. 450. He is nbt quite right ;
the war was fought on the issue of slavery in the
minds of the Average Citizen.
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This was the contribution of the Little Men* They
never let the country really forget that the
struggle was the War of the Rebellion, and not
simply the Civil War. Lincoln said that the
Southerners, and not the South, were fighting,
and that if they would sign the Pledge of Fidelity
to the Union he would gladly forgive them and
1
welcome them back warmly. Forgiveness was not
in the hearts of the new lords of Congress, and they
proposed and succeeded in driving it from the rest
of the North. That second inaugural address
• h
which the country, and most of those parts of the
i a/ S fit
world who heard about it, for that matter, they
2
received as "milk and water stuff." The frigid
air of "malice toward none," was too much for them.
While the world mourned the death of a great
President, they met almost at once "to get, rid
3
of the last vestige of Lincolnism. " And they
were successful. They got back to normalcy.
1. For in his mind, any condemning was to be done
by God, and not by a mere earthly President.
2. Stevens’ phrase.
3. Bowers, Chapter II. Their meeting within eight
hours after the death of Lincoln may be taken
as a symbol of the times that were to come.
It was a determined plan to force upon the
country their will, a will which had the good
of the Republican party alone at heart.
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X
When "the last shot in b&half
1
of States’ rights" was fired "strangers exchanged
2
looks of sympathy when they met on that day*" All
these factors which assured the election of Lincoln
in November were of even greater force now. The
crowning glory via Appomattox Court House sent
the North and Lincoln over the top* People
realized by this time that he was "right," not
alone of course because of his wisdom; but, then,
that was all now a thing of the past. He had
succeeded, but he had raised this success to heaven-
ly plains in the second inaugural address. From
that time on, if not before, the country knew
that he was an unusual Christian gentleman. Every-
one was swinging over to him. That forbitsting
Secretary who a few years ago had said, "The
weakness and panic of the Administration and the
painful imbecility of Lincoln" has brought the
country to a position of "irretrievable misfortune
3
and a national disgrace never to be fofcgotten"
1. This is Mr# Master’s phrase. Would it be
fitting to note that he dedicated his latest
effort to Jefferson?
2. Lowell’s Sketches , p. 177.
3. This Stanton said on June 11th, 1861.
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now said with the utmost reverent respect,
1
"Now he belongs to the ages." Much more than
military success converted him. Like innumer-
able others intimately associated with Lincoln,
his love (as far as he could love anything) was
absolutely sincere.
London’s mouthpiece Punch^had
been beginning to waver in its harsh ridicule of
the American President. Here also it was more
than because of the realization that the U0rth
was bound to win; it was an honest change of
c3*
heart. TJaey could not have been insincere and
published a poem which still remains one of the
worst indictments of an editorial policy ever
made. Their weakening is shown in the antici-
pation of what Lincoln would say in his second
inaugural. One would expect, in view of their
former attitude that if they were going to comment
at all upon the event, it would have been in the
most biting satirical tone. But what they said
in part was: "Well, we’ve done it, gentlemenlX
1. If the Secretary of the Treasury did not say
this, somebody else was bound to.
2. In some ways this is a just characterization of
Punch
,
for as Goethe said, "Tell me what a man
laughs at and I will tell you what he is."
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Bully for usl.... Cowhided the Copperheads
proper. Norn nobis, of course, but still, I
1
reckon we have had a hand in the glory some.”
In May, they published their famous poem,
written by Tom Taylor, £he first line of which
began "You lay a wreath", as though Punch was
not fit to come to the funeral even of so great
a man. In the last verse they say,
"The words of mercy were upon his lips.
Forgiveness in his heart and on his pen.
When this vile murder brought swift eclipse-, -
To thee. Peace on Barth, Good Will to Men."2
Southern Society felt the
greatest of sorrow over the death, but their
grief was not the purest. It is true that the
more enlightened men among them realized that
what Lincoln was trying to do, and most of them
got a strong inkling of what he would do at the
conclusion of the war with his rights of grant-
ing amnesty; but most of them thought of other
things. One was that Lincoln had been the
leader of forces that had killed most of their
I. London Punch
,
Dec. 10, 1864. One example of their
former attitude, other than those that have been
given, is significant. They show a cartoon in
which Lincoln in the body of a possom has been
treed by John Bull who is standing below gun in
hand. Lincoln says, "Well, are you serious?"
Upon being assured that England would shoot if
Lincoln did not stop the war, he said, "All
right, then, 1*11 come down."
2. Ibid., May, 1865.
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best blood. For that they could never
forgive him* They were not much concerned
about that political doctrine of States’
Rights; that had been practically forgotten
in the heat of the war. True enough, the
general appeal to be "let alone, " was ef-
fective throughout, but one does not remain
excited for a long period of time about a
theory of government. At the assassination,
however, they had a feeling that v/as far more
real and immediate; What would Andy Johnson do,
that "Poor White, that old military governor
who hated the rebels i He had already said that
if he were given his chance, he would deal with
Southern aristocracy the way that a vulgar
criminal should be dealt with. Like most of
his class who had succeeded, he was proud of
his shoemaker friends, and filled with a hatred
for the negroes who had deprived them of their
rightful jobs. But particularly did he hate
the aristocratic planters who had never allowed
him or his class to achieve what he considered
his normal place in Society. With Lincoln in
the White House, the clsr9 3 aristocracy might get
ft chance to recover, but with Johnson there,
nothing could be done, except submit to the
1
worst sort of revenge.
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The fundamental cause of the
almost universal grief was far deeper than any of
those which have been suggested# It is true that
conversions to the cause of Lincolnism were
hastened by a steadily growing love for him as a
man, that almost everyone coming very often into
his presence came to have a strong personal af-
2
fection for him# Also, a large number of people
were in favor of his benevolent Christian attitude
3
toward the South. And it is even more true that
the Northern victories stimulated the interest of
the rest of the country in a most hearty support
of him as a man and as President of the winning
side# But none of those things- would have made
him a martyr# None of them could make people
speak his name in a whisper, as though it was a
sacred sort of thing. What placed Lincoln high
up above the sphere of ordinary mortals was the
1. It was not until after Johnson became President
that he accepted the Lincoln-Seward plan of
Reconstruction, though his heart was never in the
lenient plan.
2. Blaine shows this about as clearly as anyone.
Most of the stories that include "Life at the
White House" show that the bitterest enemies
were softened after talking with him, and those
that were lukewarm became his staunchest supporters.
Something might be said on the other side, however;
^hose that did not like him or were politically
opposed to him rarely sought a personal conference
wi th him
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realistic conception of Heaven which this Pro-
testant nation had. They felt that if he made
any mistakes during his life, and many of the
worshippers could have pointed out a large
number of them, that if his policy had drawn out
the war to needless lengths, they, as mere mortals,
were not the ones to judge. Their President was
now in the hands of God, and He would mete out
1
whatever merit or condemnation was due him,
Man must not speak evil of the dead; everyone
will he tramping the golden streets some day,
God willing, and there we will meet the Great
(and Greater) Emancipator, and talk with him,
and if we have all lived as Christian a life as
Lincoln, the Good Lord will forgive us.
The people knew that Lincoln
expected to die for his country; he had always had
a feeling that some day his ’’time” would come.
After the war had been completed, everyone hoped,
including the President, that that day would be
put off forever. He was completely happy in
3, By this time the people were so sick of the war
that they wanted to forget the whole mess as soon
as they could.
1. There were about 75 sermons, which the Boston
Public Library has collected, delivered im-
mediately after the Assassination, Almost
without exception, they use as their main
£heme, or at least as a substantiating one,
the realistic philosophy of the Judgment Day.
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April, the moreko because the rest of the country
reflected the same feeling. Everyone had marveled
at the immunity which he seemed to enjoy as he
passed and repassed through the fighting lines of
the Union soldiers. Often he had risked his life
to see how his Boys in Blue were surviving the
strains of warfare. And now, after Appomattc^
nobody expected that he would lose his life.He
had lived through the most terrible ordeal of
the Republic, had steered the Ship val-
iantly, they believed; and to him they turned as
the Revolutionary Fathers turned to Viashin gt on,
in the hope that their sick country would be re-
built.
But that was not his fate.
Looking back now with misty eyes, his countrymen
saw him as a child in arms in that humble log
cabin beginning life in honest poverty. He was
lowly born. "Lowly born", they repeated. Why —
so was our Lord, our Jesus, Son of God. And
they remembered the Christ-Shild, grown to man-
hood, struggling upward — upward to the mountain
top. From there He saw the land redeemed unto"
the utmost sea. And He died.......
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GENERAL SUMMARY
It is not supposed that public opin-
ion becomes over-excited about the occupant of the
White House; but in times of national emergency-
people do consider the President and his policies
a great deal more than in peace times. There
were at least three iimEsx episodes in Lincoln’s
life that attracted attention: the first nomina-
tion (the most important event in his life) and
of course the election of that same year, the
second election and his ’’mgrytrydom”
.
At other
periods of his life many of them men almost for-
gotten today were of greater interest than he;
for example, Greeley, Garrison, Philliprs, Seward,
Stanton, McClellan, Fremont, Sheridan, Grant,
Sherman, and Stevens.
The Republican convention at
Chicago nominated Lincoln because of his avail-
ability, primarily; but also because of the
’’House-devided-against-itself " attitude toward
slavery (which the country did not understand,
but thought to be safer than Seward’s ”Irre-
presible Conflict" idea) and his appeal to the
middle West. His chief strength strength was
Seward’s weakness. The people of the country
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knew almost nothing about him in 1860, but the en-
thusiasm of the "Lincoln boys" gave many confi-
dence. Society folk made fun of his accent, clothes,
and appearance. The moneyed interest were in
opposition; but they did not have a good can-
didate in that election. Many of the less vi-
olent abolitionists supported him, though half-
heartedly, as he was not quite as objectionable as
the other men. The fact that the field was spread
i
7
out was another contributing factor is his first
great national triumph.
The result of the November
decision produced some disappointment, but it was
not long before most of the North at least passive-
ly accepted him. This was speeded up by the South
Carolina insurrection. Due partly to the inter-
pretation which Douglas made of Lincoln’s slavery
stand, the South were all the more prone/6o regard
the election as a sectional triumph, which natur-
ally led many of them t$; hate Lincoln. lie be-
came the "Abolition President", the symbol of
a ruffian tyrant. Although the Border Spates were
far less eager to think evil of him, they soon felt
a "consciousness of kind" with their slave-owning
brothers and accepted their picture of the Unionist
leader.
In the North he was a symbol too,
and very far away from the consideration of most
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people. Whenever any thought was directed to him,
it was more often with malice during the first years
of the war. Evidence of this hatred is the glee
with which the Northern press picked up a minor
incident in the 7/hite House: Mrs. Lincoln’s Ball*
They made it appear that the President delighted
in brawling feasts. Another indident is of even
greater significance. When the beloved, invalid
son of Lincohn’s died, almost without exception the
newspapers failed to evear memt ion it. yet he was
almost crushed by the tragedy. Those that did
comment upon it expressed no sympathy or made any
editorial comment; simply stated the fact. Thus
to the more evident people Lincoln was a minor
figure.
The news of the coming Eman-
cipation Proclamation was cause for an outburst
of criticism of the administration. Excepting the
lazy Republican papers there was not a one that
did not find: some fault with it. The abolition-
ists had at last forced his hand, yet even they
were not happy. Everyone to them, was a pawn in
the Great Crusade, Lincoln included. In 1864 the
Republicans could do nothing else but nominate
Lincoln. They "concluded it was best not to
change horses." The convention gave him prac-
tically a unanimous vote.
But there were factors against
..
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his election. Around Chase centered one groupv
all those more radical than Lincoln and the recip-
ients of Chase's favors. Gen. Fremont also profitted
by the discontent, and the general movement to dis-
credit the President, but he gave up the race in
of
September. Most /the prominent leaders of the coun-
try were either against Lincoln or disirous of
delaying the nominating convention until late
summer in order to defeat him then.
The major faction against him
was the Democratic Prq’ty, selecting an enemy
army leader McClellan. Their campaign was of
the lowest kind, calling Lincoln a "horse-
swapper”, dishonest, and even suggesting that a
Confederate triumph would be a blessing upon the
country, McClellan beat himself,—Lincoln did not
beat h m, for in answer to the question, "What would
you have done?" he practically said that he would
have administered affairs about the same as the
Republicans had done.
The source of Lincoln’s power,
steadily growing as the years went on, was in the
"common people". Those that had been able to come
to the White House were alwa^rs impressed with his
benevolent informality. This class had no spokes-
man, but by silent pressure they forced the leaders
into active support of the President or at least
into passive acceptance of the policies. The "com-
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mon people" loved him. He looked "regular" to them.
The soldiers reminded eaohother of the many pardons
that he had granted, the "wholesome" Protestants
thought about his Christian speeches, and the "he-men"
all over the country rehearsed his victory over "Jack"
Armstrong.
Two aspects of Lincoln’s thinking
evoked divergent responses. On the "liquor question"
he received condemnation from the Humanitarian re-
formers; but as the rest of the country dran& a
good bit, most of the adverse comments were driven
under ground. His total abstinence helped him with
the "women". Another" side" of him was his religious
attitude, one which the people never could really
understand. In 1861 many thought him an atheist, but
as time went on his Biblical language and his apparent
reliance upon God caused many to support him.
The cheif rallying point of the con-
scious ememies was his humor, the only aspect of his
which caused actual hatred. He was pictured as a
boor and ruffian, not capable of maintaining a ser-
ious policy. The rails which stood for "honesty" in
the minds of the plain people were a symbol of boor-
ishness to these members of Society and the Opposition.
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After the election of 1864 almost everyone climbed
oifi the Lincoln band wagon. As the victories came in
WitK
so grew his popularity, excepting only the Radicals.
A
They condemned his lenient Amnesty policy and his
general usurpation of powers rightfully belonging
to Congress. Other than those that had ben so wrought
up by the war in the South, these Radicals were the
only section of the thinking people of the world (that
is, obviously, among those that were concerned about
the war) that did not mounn the assassination.
Lincoln became a martyr upon his
death because the "common people" sincerely loved
him, almost everyone respected him, the realistic
Protestants felt that he was in the hands of God
who would jud^ge him, and especially because, like
Jesus, he had risen from humble birth to redeem the
land unto the utmost sea.
(• '
CRITICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

NEWSPAPERS
The newspapers listed below are considered to
be the best index of public opinion during the years
of Lincoln’s national prominence. Consequently they
were consulted, except where copies were not im-
mediately available, from about January, 1860 to about
May, 1865. Special attention has been given to cer-
tain dates which have been selected because it was
supposed that more comment upon the administration
would be made at those times. During 1860 the last
days of February witnessed the Cooper Union Speech,
April to June the campaign for Lincoln’s nomination,
and October and Novenber
;
the election. The winter
months saw the beginning of the war, and the dates
studied during that period were rather arbitrary.
The inauguration next received attention. In 1862
three events were of importance: Mres Lincoln’s
Ball and ”Willie"s” death in the last days of Febru-
ary, and in September a storm of protest greeted the
announcement of the coming Emancipation Proclamation
in January. 1864 the nomination and election caused
new interest in the President; and in the year of his
death his inaugeration and’’martyrdom” demanded some
study.
It is hard to say with Secretary
Cameron that the press in 1860 ruled public opinion
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in America, but at least it must be granted that in
those days before big business had its finger in almost
all the pies, the power of the journalist v/as tre-
mendous. The papers of those days not only fitted into
certain groves of public opinion the way they do today,
but they also made those grebes. For one thing, the
advertisers were of far less importance then than they
are now. Also there were intellectually honest,
fearless, individualistic propagandists then, as editors,
such as Greeley, Raymond , Weed
,
Garrison, Bennett,
and many lesser lights. And so a good deal of re-
liance has been placed upon this historical source,
both in an attempt to determine the "currents of the
1
air" but also "their strength and their significance".
New York Herald : James Gordon Bennett, its Editor,
and founder, was the first great journalist to
make the news intimate, personal, and quite com-
plete. The accounts of the war are the best
printed during the time. Always the best of
reading, his circulation grew to 75,000 in 1861.
At the beginning of the war he was for the Demo-
cratic Party, but, always the best at peevision,
he predicted the victory of Lincoln. After
Thurlow Weed showed him the light, he turned
strongly to the cause of Unionise.
New York Sun : In 1861 it had a circulation of about
63,000, but it played a far less important part
than the other New York papers, and had less
intelligent editorial opinion.
1. Stephenson, N. W. , reviewing A. L. Beveridge’s
biography of Lincoln, in American Historial
Review
,
May, 1929, p. 617.
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New York Times : Edited by a conservative gentleman,
Mr. Henry J. Raymond, an active politician,
broadminded and far less bombastic than the other
men of his position. In general his paper supported
Lincoln, the cause of the North, and gradual
emancipation.
Hew York Tribune : This is considered by Bleyer to
be the greatest influence in American during
its publication. Rhodes too believes it is
"the greatest single journalistic influence."
He goes on to say that the middle West was pro-
foundly influenced by it "when New England ideas
predominated with an authority never before or
since known in the country." Its circulation
was, in 1861, 287,000. It was oneof the most
active contestants in the gonkmLXxxg newspaper:
war of the period, and along with the Herald
the founder of the modern system of news-gather-
ing. It had a young army in the South bring-
ing news home to the people of the North.
Probably more than any other single factor,
the editorial printed in this newspaper en-
titled "The ©rayer of Twenty Mill ion:" hastened
the announcement of Emancipation.
New York World : Rhodes believes that around this
newspaper was concentrated the most respectible
opposition to Lincoln, but it should not be
regarded as a compliment that their leading
organ should express such foul opinions of
the administration. It was not so much their
objections that are vicious, it is their obvi-
ously obsurd charges, such as "dishonesty" that
detract from the dignity, at least, of the jour-
nal.
London Times : Along with Punch
y
this is taken to be
representative of the attitude of the upper
class in England. Their editors make one
mistake before and during the first years of
the war in regarding the writings of the New
York Herald as typical of American public opinion.
But this is hot their only mistake, as they would
quite readily ^admit
.
Theri attacks upon the
American President were childish in the extreme.
The object of their wrath was more often the
clothes he wore than his embargoes. Satirical,
haughty, and stupidly English, it is representa-
tive of the landed Aristocracy they pounced upon
Lincoln’s homeliness, though their ruler could
hardly make the Daisy Chain.
1. Rhodes, J. F; Newspapers as Historical Sources, in
his Hi s torlaalHEg^y^
!.
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Boston Daily Advertiser ; on the fence on practically
every issue, not daring to come out strongly
for anything before the public was ready for it.
And Boston was ready for almost anything. Always
for Lincoln if he played his part in th cause of
the people (whatever that was] in favor of eman-
cipation, Northernism, and all that kind of thing.
It did have one thing though: their telegraphic
news from Washington was excellent.
Boston Daily Courrier: This was nothing more than a
small town newspaper, having no good corres-
pondents, no good editors, and no good ideas.
The only really good thing about it was that it
went out of business.
Garrison* s Liberator was a very serious effort to
prove that a newspaper is one that can punch
way below the belt in the service of God,
and give NO news whatsoever. And apparently
Mr. Garrison got away with it. The paper was
really a pamphlet somewhat expanded, controlled
by a hard-headed idealist who knew what was good
for the world, and intended, sling shot in hand,
to knock down any and all things that got in
his way. "Higher laws" wrote his editorials.
To him Lincoln was a mere pawn in the Great
Crusade that he was conducting against Evil (i.e.
liquor- tobacco-imprisonment-execution- slavery.
)
As the war went on he and his followers got
impatient with Lincoln because he would not
free the slaves*
Boston Traveller got an early start on its campaign
of stupidity, "’artisan, unenlightened, viciously
lazy, it was during the Civil War (as now) the paper
of contented cows. It always supported Lincoln,
not because thej* knew anything about, him, but he
was the Republican candidate, and th«r readers were
supposed to be not only Republican, but ignorant.
Springfield Republican
,
unfortunately was not avail-
able in the local libraries, but innumerable ex-
cerpts from it were read. Its editor apparently
was one of the most intelligent and lovable in the
history of journalism. Mr. Bowles created a de-
voted personal following of 11,000
,
and inter-
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preted the events of the day with far more fore-
sight than one would expect of a rather small
town newspaper.
Boston Post : Without any exception this was the best
critic of the administration. It had the advan-
tage of being on the other dide of the fence look-
ing on, but its comments were very intelligent.
With lawyer-like precision it picked apart the
policies of Lincoln, but never stooped to low
tactics except in the interest of the Democratic
P^rty, a previlege which must be granted to any
newspaper in democratic America.
Its policy was Democratic, but it was also for
Unionism, and so when Lincoln came out on the
top of the the other candidates in the elections
it advised its readers to support him for the
good of the country.
It was the only effort of the Bostonians worthy
of any mention.
Memphis Daily Appeal : It is dangerous to regard this
as the attitude of the Border States, but as it
is the only newspaper from that section more
reliance must be placed upon it than would or-
dinarily be. It reflected very noticeably the
gradual swinging over to the Southern Cause
during the Winter of 1860-61; until finally it
shared with the slave-holders all of the hatred
of the leader of the Northern forces.
Washington National Daily Intelligenscr is an excellent
source from which to get opinions from all over
the country. Generally reserving its own thoughts,
not necessarily because it did not have intelli-
gent editors, but rather it was the policy of the
newspaper to present a digest of opinions.
In 1860 it inclined toward the Democratic point of
view, but as its readers shifted toward Unionism,
or rather, when their readers left to fight the
cause of Confederacy, they turned to support of
Lincoln. In its selection of other's ideas, it
undoubtedly substantiated their own editor's ideas,
but the value of it as a source is perhaps the
greatest of all the newspapers of the day.
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CONCERNING NEWSPAPERS
Bleycr, W. S: Main Currents of American Journalism ,
H^ioughton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1927. Very good
quotation, authorities, general summary, and
especially interesting because of illustrations.
Hudson, F: Journalism in the United States ; New York 1873.
The only good short book of the subject giving
the general detail, though, its statistics ape far
from complete.
Maverick, A; Henry J. Raymond and the New York Press
,
A. S. Hale and Co., Hartford, 1870. Very poor
outline, 340 papges, 15 illustrations, good intimate
stdries ; written, it is assumed for beginniers.
Only about 60 wages on the Civil War.
Rogers, J. A; The American Newspaper
, University of Chi-
cago Press, Chicago, 1909. A good short treatise,
but of little interest for definite material.
It attempts to give more of the "philosophy" of
the American newspaper than the actual details
of their administration.
PAMPHLETS AND MAGAZINES ARTICLES
Barton, W. E; The Influence of Chicago on Abraham Lincoln,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1923.
This is a "schojrlarly" treatment of the movements
of Lincoln in and about Chicago,
There is some value in it: it gives some of the
first nominating convention, and that certainly
Was - of tremendous importance. But as usual
Barton is too darned srnar t . The Chicago
Historical Association, for whda&Git was prepared
probably found it "of great value".
God Bless Abraham Lincoln
,
("a solemn discourse by a local
preacher" ) No date of publication given, nor the pub-
lisher because it is such a wicked indictment of
the late President. It was the answer T& some
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of the raving eulogies that had been bothering the
writer. The sermons of the time had sought out
everything they could to bless Lincoln about*-tha*
’this critic was inspired to picture babies being
torn apart, or something similar, but saying that
we must aiaays remember that Lincoln is a good
man, and that we must bless his spirit. It is
of some significance because it is oneof the very
few publications that dared to print anything
derogatory to the martyred President. Andris
aBO significant that it had to be published secret-
ly.
Lincoln in Review : four articles in The Magazine of
History
,
no. 105, Tarrytown, New York, 1924.
The only interest in this is in the clippings
from the Boston newspapers that recorded the
visit of Lincoln to Boston in 1848,
Lincoln Various , M. Doolaay, Agent, New York, 1863.
Published anonymously because it was such a
clever satire on the President, though why it
should have been- during the, time when he was the
most unpopular is hard to detvine. But it is
very clever, written in Biblical style; only
thirty-six pages. It was calledMA Companion
to the new Gospel of Peace, according to
Abraham”
.
Edward Everett: Questions of the Day
, H. H. Lloyd
and Co., New York, 1861. this paper is of
especial importance because in the excellent
summary and estimate of the news of the day
Mr. Everett scarcely memtions the name of
Lincoln, wen-.
Democratic Campaign Documents
, a collection, about
twenty in all of the songs and bits of prop-
aganda spread over the country in behalf of
the Democratic Party, but particularly against
Lincoln. This is the best source on he subject.
Reminiscenses of Lincoln
,
a Pd>ole*s Index title for
articles under various titles written by men
"who knew Lincoln"; in the following magazines:
Hamper' s Weekly
, May 26, 1865.
Atlantic Monthly
, vol. 41, p. 454.
Once A Week , vol. 4, p. 7.
Universal ist Quarterly, Jan. 1, 1865.
Literary Digest
,
vol. 102, Sept. 14, 1929.
Collier* s Meekly
,
vol. 85, p. 62, Feb. 8, 1930.
Mil son* s Bulletin
, vol. 3, p. 489, Feb. 1929.
Golden Book
,
vol. 13, pp. 80-66, Feb. 1929.
Scribner* s Magazine
,
vol. 13, p. 26
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The only conceivable value of these articles is
in a negative sense,—they show what utter rot has
become attached to the name of Lincoln. As may be
seen, none of them were written during his life,
and they all show the effect of the ’’martyrdom".
Every one of them are the rah-rah- for- the-dear-old-
U.S.A. kind of thing, though probably sincere for
the most part. The motives of the writers is to
so associate themselves with the Great Emancipator
that they will shine $y indirect light. It is
true of almost all of these "fieminiscenfees" that
the services of the authors was absolutely- indes-
pensible in the propagation of the War of the Re-
bellion. The editors of the magazines sponsoring
these articles evidently knew what their reading
public wanted to hear, for unless it has escaped
the attention of the larger reference books,
there is not a single article written since the
assassination the t does not show that Lincoln
was thoroughly fine in every respect. Of course
there are sone'thali point out mistakes that he made,
but as a man and patriot, he had no superior in
this country or in any oMier.
Storey, M. J; Dickens
.
Stanton
.
Sumner
, and Storey .
Atlantic Monthly
,
vol. 145, pp. 463-465, April,
1930. Nothing new: the same old white-wash of
Lincoln.
Harper’s Weekly
.
May, 1860 to May, 1865: Hastily
read to study the cartoons, primarily. This
magazine was, along with Vanity Fair the organ
of the Sooiety folk. Its attacks were vicious,
resorting to coarse ridicule most of the time.
Its cartoons were by far the best in the country
at the time.
MEMOIRS
Barnes, Thurlow Weed: Memoirs of Thurlow Weed
, Houghton
Miflin Co., Boston, 1884, 2 vols. Although it is
granted that Mr. Weed had a great deal of influence
during the Civil War days, especially in the cause
of Unionism, Mr. Barnes is not a trustworthy
historian. As evidence of this: there are the most
lengthy, conversations quoted in the books between
Lincoln and Mr. Weed, though in many cases the two
gentlement were all that were present. The conver-
sations are far too complete to be accurate. Nobody
can prove that they did not have these words to-
gether; neither can they prove that they did
.
However it is the most complete memoir that has
been published that includes life at the White
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House during Lincoln’s career.
Blaine, James G: Twenty Yearsjt$f Congress , The Henry-
Bill Publishing Co., Norwich, Conn. , 1884. Most of
the book is concerned with a later time than that
in which Lincoln was President, and although he
is far too favorable to Lincoln it is an invaluable
memoir. It is complete in most details, has
excellent portraits and exact references.
Grant, U. S: Personal Memoirs , C. L. Webster and Co.,
New York, 1894. No illustrations, no index, not
very clear, but not badly phrased, it is important
because of the lack of references to Lincoln.
It is really a story of the %r, not immodestly
done.
May, Lemuel J: Some Recollections of out Anti-slavery
Conflict
,
Houghton Mifflin and Co.
,
New York,
1868. This book is complied from a series of ar-
ticles written for the Hew York Tr ibune in response
to the demand which the public made for eulogies
of the President who had just dieO. It has a
great many stories, and somegood illustrations of
his humor. Not having an ihdex or any illustrations
it loses some of its values.
Sheridan, P. H: Personal Memoirs
,
C. L. Webster and Co.,
New York, 1888, 2 vols. The book has ver~ few
reference?, hence its significance as far as Lincoln
is concerned. It fails to mention the President
in many places where it would seem his influence
was quite important.
Sherman, JohnL: RecollectionsjZ$f Forty Years
, The Werner
Co., Chicago, 1895, vol. I. Very well written,
excellent illustrations, and about twenty reliable
references to Lincoln. Along with ^hat of Mr.
Blaine it is the only memoir that even approaches
historiaal accuracy concerning Lincoln. The rest
of them, like the newspapers and magazines do
not try to tell anything but rneledram&fcic stories
of his greatness.
BIOGRAPHIES OF LINCOLN
Baldwin, James: Abraham Lincoln, a true life
,
American
Press, New York, 1904.
Barton, William E: Life of Abraham Lincoln
,
- His chapter on the lineage of Lincoln is most
interesting, for he is the first man to "prove"
that Lincoln was descended firom the Lee family of
¥aginia f but as Stephenson says, he has all but one
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link in the chain. ’’Like the fellow who would
have married the girl except for the single fact
that she refused him”.
Beveridge, Albert J: Abraham Lincoln , (1809-1858)
Macom, New York, 1928, 2 vols. The author has done
the most domplete newspaper research on Lincoln.
In his attempt to be objective he has produced a
book of some lliXEx&xy value, but of course
he has Sailed in his attempt at impersonally arrang-
ing his material.
Charnwood, G. R. B; Abraham Lincoln , Holt and Co.,
New York, 1917. A very pleasing biography, especi-
ally interesting because his main thesis is that
Lincoln was a ’’gentleman”; and this coming from an
Englishman is important because during the heat of
the Civil War the American President was ridiculed
harshly because of his clothes and appearance,
which, during that time, was the primary test of
a ’’gentleman”. Charnwood says that one of the
tests of a gentleman should be the amount of good
that he wishes to do in the world, and to do it
in the quiejst possible way; that is Lincoln was
great because he did not want to harm anyone.
If he had a theory of government or social conduct,
he kept it to himself as long as he could^for fear
of intruding upon the rights of his contemporaries.
That is Gharnwood’s thesis.
His is the best psychological study to date.
Herndon, William H: The True Story of a Great Life
.
Herndon, Springfield, 111, 1921. If Mr. Herndon
could see what some authors have done to his book
he would withdraw every copy of it. In his attempt
to tell everything about his former law partner he
has included many things that could be so enlarged
that a wholly false picture of Lincoln can be drawn.
It is the only really personal, intimate biography
that we have, excepting of course Nichftlay and
Hay’s great work,
McClure, A. K: Abe Lincoln’s Yarns and Stories
.
The
Education Press, Chicago, 1903. This book was meant
be be both a colledtion of Lincoln’s stories and an
indirect biography of his life. It is without any
exception the best, most accurate, and most complete
of the works along this line. The illustrations
are especially valuable, though none of the ones
that show a real hatred of Lincoln are included.
The editors, as the name of their press suggests,
desired to ’’educate” their readers, that is, in-
stil in them a love for those things American.
Masters, Edgar Lee: Lincoln the Man , Dodd Mead and Co.,
New York, 1931. The method of this author, whose
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latest effort is dedicated to Jefferson, was to
read Herdon f s biography (perhaps he ran through
one or tV/o others) and underscore all the parts
that seemed to be unsympathetic to Lincoln, "hen
he had enough of these he wrote a book. For
example, greedy reseacher that he is, he discovered
that" a license was issued to Lincoln to sell
liquor. What a find that was I Put that on
a nice glazed page in a nice big, black book,
and what pretty pictures will be called to the
minds of his readers: Lincoln, dirty apron rubbing
against a greasy bar slopping drinks out to a
wife-beating rotter. That ought to dismis all this
bunkum about Lincoln being a good President. Yes,
and it ought to conclusively prove that he never
visited Siam.
Stephenson, N. W: Autobiography of Abraham Lincoln
.
Bobbs-Merrill Go., 1226. Also
Lincoln
,
an Account of his Person-
al Life
,
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis, 1924.
These two are thought to give the best descrip ti-
onNLincoln. The first is a very well documented
account of his inner life, and the other treats
of the same subject from another point of view,
and includes quite a bit on the life of the time.
In his research he has discovered that Lincoln
is a man, not a martyr, but a very great man,
capable of playing the game of politics, but wholly
oonscious of America* s good. He "establishes*1
a new theory: the turning point in Lincoln's
life came in the summer of 1861. But iflor most
purposes it does not matter much where it came.
The only possible criticism of the work is the
tendency of the authun to label all members of
the opposition as Little Men or Yindictives, though
some of them mainteined a definite political phil-
osophy: Lincoln had usurped powers that did not
belong to him, and a very dangerous precedent
could be established if he is not stopped before
he goes any further.
Sandberg, Carl: The Prairie Years of Abraham Lincoln
,
Harcourt, New York, 1926. This book is really
poetry and not prose, a portrait, and not accurate
history. It pretends to be nothing more. For
example, he says that Lincoln had"soft- s$ot£,
like violets" in him.
GENERAL Y/ORKS
of A. Lincoln
,
Nic^'olay, John S. and Hay, John: Complete Works 7 Century
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Co.
,
New York, 1907.
Andrews, Mrs Mary: The Perfe ct TAAbute , Scribners,
New York, 1908. Some parts of this short book
are excellent, but more of it is needlessly over-
done and sentimental. The ’’perfect tribute" was
the silence which greeted Lincoln at the conclu-
sion of his Gettysburg speech, a silence which he
had interpreted to mean a failure.
Blakeman, A. N; Personal Recollection s of the ,'ar
of the Rebellion, G. B. Putnam sons. New "ork,
1897. Xomnletely unreliable; old wives' tales for
decrepid soldiers, A series of addresses read
to war horses praising Lincoln,—more reflected
lightbunkum. No index, no illustrations, and
very poorly written.
Benton, Joel: Greeley on Lincoln
,
3aker and Taylor.
New York, 1893. Utter rot, lies and evasions/
[either for nor against Greelpy, nor does it
show much of any of the influence which he had
over Lincoln.
Bramantip, B: The Abraham Lincoln Myth , Masscott
Publishing Co., New York, 1894. i’his is an
attempt to be funny, an is reasonably clever.
The author is an African, and writes in the manner
of the Higher Critics of the Bible, treating his
subject, Lincoln, with all the scepticism that
the newest scholars show. For example, he is not
quite sure whether Lincoln ever lived.
Brookett, L. P; Life and Times of Abraham Lincoln
,
Bradey and Co., Phila., 1865. An earnest attempt to
describe the proper place which Lincoln should
have in the society of his times, but unfortunately
he fails, partly due to the propinquity of his
subject.
Browne, R. H: Every-day Life of Lincoln
,
N. D. Thomp-
son, St. Louis, 1886. Aith its 750 pages and very
many illustrations, it is of some balue. but without
authorities for its stories, and by omitting any
of the so-called "bad" things about Lincoln it loses
some of its value.
Carpenter, F. F: Inner Life of Abraham Lincoln
,
Field’s
Osgood and Co., I860. A very good account of the
conflict, but like everything else written so soon
after the martyrdom it is trying to "prove
something".
Minor, Charles C: The Real Lincoln
,
(From the
Testimony of His Contemporaries) Everett Waddey
Richmond, 1904. Because of the vindictive-
.xTn, which
ness the evidence
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which Mr. Minor presents in this book, The Real
Lincoln is considerably weakened. The opinion
expressed in it is that a a Confederate soldier
who wants to give to the world Lincoln as they saw
him. Other than being a dictator, irreligious, and
a boor, Lincoln is not such a bad President, ac-
cording to this book.
Poor, Perley: A. E. Burnside , J. A. and R. A. Reid Co.,
Providence, R. I., 1882. Only 15 references to Lin-
coln; poor index, no illustrations, and only fairly
well written.
Stanwood E; History of the Presidents from 1788 to 1897 ,
Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1928. The best short
book on the subject, but cannot include all of the
data which one needd upon the field.
Sumner, G. L: Abraham Lincoln as a Man among Men , Harper
Bros., New York, 1922. A stupid spee h given be-
fore a stupid body of men
3 It is the usual eulogy of Lincoln,
-
probably the only thing this type of man would un-
derstand.
Rhodes, J. F: History of the United States , MacMillan,
New York, 1912, vols. Ill and IY. Always the best
reference book. The exceppts from newspapers are
of value, though his interpretation of some of them
is not accurate, it does not seem. Of course he
is not interested in the subject of this thesis.
Tracey, G. L: Uncollected Letters
,
1917.
Walsh, William S: Abraham Lincoln and London Punch
,
Moffat Yard and Co., New York, 1909. A complete
collection of everything said about Lincoln in Lon-
don Punch up to 1865. The cartoons are especially
revealing.
White, Charles T: Lincoln and the Temperance Movement
,
Me
^
)^' :
Using as his authority the unreliable, imaginative
,
Mr, Merwin, Mr. Charles White has gotten together
enough "facts" to show that Lincoln was personally
very much interested in the Temperance Movement;
and he also suggests that if Lincoln were alive
today he would be ranting up and down the country
for the Anti- saloon League. Of course, Mr.
Charles White is the only one that has come to that
conclusion, and he is undoubtedly quite wrong.
Mr. Beveridge has made a thorough serch of the
newspapers during the 1850s in Illinois, but
failed to find a single mention of Lincoln’s name
in connection with prohibition there, yet Mr. Charles
White would have him on a constant speaking
tour of the state.
,.
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Wilson, R. R; Lincoln in Caricature
,
(printed for pri-
vate distribution,) 1S09. Although there are only
about twenty-five illustrations in this book
they are of the greatest value, for they show
better than any amount of words the wanton dis-
respect shown for Lincoln. Harper’ s Weekly ,
London Punch , and its American counterpart,
Vanity Fa ir contributed to Mr. Wilson’fc book.
The cartoons reveal the ex-Federalist’ s atti-
tude toward politicians; clothes and appearance are
of equal importance along with such fringes
as ideals, intelligence, and sentiment.
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